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India, the country I grew up in, experiences fundamentalism in 
tides. Upsurges are not spontaneous. They tend to be orchestrated 
by a particular party’s bid to gain and hold on to political power. 

But then the tide goes out a bit, when the populace tires of 
the usual political mismanagement and the appeal to hard-core 
religion begins to be seen as the dangerous distraction it is. Meanwhile, the usual 
havoc has taken place – communities insulted, angry and driven asunder, rioting 
and murder, and the growth of a jackbooted assertiveness. Ready for the next 
eruption.

Why do people fall for it again and again? We could go right back to the 
colonial British administration’s policy of divide and rule. But maybe even they 
were only spreading a disease that already existed. When I asked one journalist 
what attracted ordinary people to such extreme thinking, I received the equivalent 
of an email snort: ‘So that they can lord it over the rest of us.’

One thing is certain, the bigotry and dogma of the fundamentalist mind takes 
no prisoners. Every religion is susceptible, not just those featuring in this edition, 
because fundamentalism is organized religion’s will to power. It is deeply political, 
of human rather than divine agency, and not in the least spiritual.

Preparing this edition has given me a new appreciation of the values of 
scepticism and doubt.

We also have two despatches this month from the fossil fuels frontier. One 
is a report on growing tensions in the Arctic as nations jostle to stake claim 
to undersea reserves. The other is on BP’s see-no-evil cosy relationship with 
Azerbaijan’s autocrats – what a gas! 

Dinyar Godrej
for the New Internationalist Co-operative
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Praise, blame and all points in between? Give us your feedback. 
The New Internationalist welcomes your letters. But please keep them short. They might be edited for purposes of space or clarity.  
Letters should be sent to letters@newint.org or to your local NI office. Please remember to include a town and country for your address.

Letters

Credit creation
The issue on global banking 
(NI 482) was informative, but 
it was unfortunate that David 
Ransom’s article repeated the 
myth that banks can create 
credit and print money. This 
cannot possibly be true: if it 
were the case, banks would 
never go bust or need any kind 
of government bail-out.
Paul Bennett  Manchester, England

David Ransom replies:
Perhaps the shorthand ‘print’ 
accounts for some of the difficulty.
The money we’re talking about 
is not literally ‘printed’ but 
electronic credit created by 
private banks in huge multiples of 
their capital, over and above what 
they hold on deposit. While they 
can and do lend to each other, 
they cannot lend to themselves.
Insofar as the process is regulated, 
governments are indeed 
implicated. In effect, bailouts 
– and quantitative easing – 
replace the money created and 
lost by the banks, primarily to 
forestall a ‘run’ by depositors, 
leaving the creation of credit in 
private hands. Hence the meagre 
attempts thus far to increase the 
‘capital ratio’ of private banks 
and thereby reduce the risk of 
public bailouts in future. The 
banks resist this because it reduces 
their potential profitability, which 
relates to the size of their capital.
Peter Stalker’s forthcoming 
book The Money Crisis (New 
Internationalist, September 
2015) explains the process in more 
detail, and with greater clarity.

Commercial logic
Your Agenda article on the 
Leviathan Gas field (NI 482) 
and the opposition to its 
development was interesting. 
I understand bank funding 
is a problem as well. More 
concerning is the opposition 
by Israel and in time the US 
Republicans to the proposed 
agreement with Iran over the 
nuclear power/weapons issue. 
One cannot help but think that 
behind a lot of the opposition 
to the nuclear power issue with 
Iran are vested commercial 
interests. Iran sits on huge 

reserves of both oil and gas and, 
with low prices on the world 
market presently, additional 
supply at this time certainly 
would not assist the Leviathan 
development.
Rob Park  Surrey Hills, Australia

The IQ myth
I’m saddened to see that even 
those commenting critically 
on the race science article (NI 
480, Letters NI 482) still seem 
to treat IQ as a given. Some 
of us engaged in educational 
research were pointing out in 
the 1970s the objections to this 
concept. Firstly, coincidence 
is no proof of causation – just 
because an IQ result correlates 
highly with a given social or 
ethnic status doesn’t mean 
that a high or low result is the 
result of that status. There 
could be a myriad of other 
explanations. Secondly, and 
equally fundamentally: IQ 
test results are a circular 
process. What IQ tests test is the 
ability do well at IQ tests. They 
tell us nothing whatever 
about ‘intelligence’, however 
defined. ‘IQ’ is another of those 
classic myths.
Doug Holly  Leicester, England

Due credit
Jason Louv’s excellent article 
(‘Towards an understanding 
of the psychopathology of 
patient Monsanto’, NI 481) 
is introduced with the words: 
‘It is said that if a modern, 
successful corporation were 
a type of person, it would be 
a psychopath.’ Has a bit of a 
biblical ring. But credit where 
credit’s due: that modified 
meme (modern and successful 
are not criteria) was originated 
by law professor and author 
Joel Bakan in his book The 
Corporation: The Pathological 
Pursuit of Profit and Power 
and popularized in the feature 
documentary and three-part 
TV series The Corporation 
which Bakan wrote, and I co-
directed with Jennifer Abbott 
in 2003. The film was – and 
still is – Canada’s all-time, top-
grossing feature documentary.
Mark Achbar  Vancouver, Canada

Support the frontline
Re: ‘The People vs Monsanto’ 
(NI 481). These farmers and 
the common person fighting 
Monsanto’s ignorance and fear 
campaign need our ongoing 
support. They are the frontline 
heroes. Any billionaires out 
there willing to help?
Thomas Tasse

Free, offensive, speech
Like most people, I am 
disgusted by the violence 
perpetrated against the offices 
and employees of Charlie 
Hebdo… but I am not entirely 
surprised. Indeed, why in the 
present world climate, should 
anyone be surprised? It is not 
enough to hide behind the cries 
of democracy and freedom of 
speech – which many of us enjoy 
but not everyone, contrary to 
the claim made by Brian Quinn 
in his letter (NI 481) – as these 
are concepts that are alien to 
some people and cultures. I am 
most certainly not an apologist 
for any terrorist or group 
seeking to justify violence.

Quinn is also wrong to claim 
that ‘Free speech means nothing 
if it cannot be used for causing 
offence’ as is Mark Holton in 
his letter (NI 481) when he 
blandly encourages people to be 
irreverent, ‘… however offensive’. 
Since when have people been 
justified in ridiculing, insulting 
and attacking someone else’s 
beliefs and value systems and 
thinking that they can do this 
with impunity? What right 
do people have to do this? At 
what point does satire become 
hate-speech? Surely it is this 
belligerent approach to other 
people’s values, this total 
disregard for other people’s 
feelings that can push some 
extreme people ‘over the edge’?

With democracy and 
democratic free speech comes 
responsibility, and some people 
are of the view that this includes 
not placing people in harm’s 
way. We cannot hide behind 
the claim that it is simply satire 
and if you do not share in the 
humour, you are somehow 
devoid of jocularity as well as 
being intellectually lacking; 

the concept of irony is not 
understood in many cultures. 
If indeed this is so, then we 
all share some responsibility 
towards internationalism, 
democracy and diplomacy, 
including journalists and 
editorial teams. If we believe 
that we can say and do whatever 
we wish because we ‘believe in 
democracy’ then this smacks 
of Western hegemony of a kind 
that has led us into Iraq twice 
in recent history, and produced 
a level of political and cultural 
global discord that makes all 
our lives much less safe.
Daniel Hiest  Howald, Luxembourg

Something to Marvel at
While re-reading NI 480, I 
noted the passing reference that 
Elon Musk was the ‘inspiration 
for Tony Stark in the Iron Man 
films’. As a long-time Marvel 
comic tragic I should point out 
that the Iron Man/Tony Stark 
character appeared in 1963, 
almost 10 years before Elon 
Musk was born.

Arguably, Tony Stark may in 
fact have been the inspiration for 
‘playboy millionaire’ Elon Musk.
Jonathan Noble Windermere Park, 
Australia

Junk science
Re: ‘Race science rears its 
ugly head’ (NI 480). As 
globalization snowballs into the 
future, it amazes me that this is 
still even a thing. To associate 
diseases to genetic mutation can 
help us to better help our fellow 
man. However, to extrapolate 
this to something so intangible 
as intelligence, especially based 
on socially biased testing as IQ, 
is disturbing. To add insult to 
injury the academic community 
is simply looking the other way, 
ignoring inherent flaws in such 
inflammatory research. How 
long will this junk science last?
SLJeans

The views expressed on the letters page are not necessarily those of the New Internationalist.

Have YOUR say! 
Do you have ideas for topics that 
you’d like to read about in the 
New Internationalist over the 
next year? Then let us know. Email 
a short (max 200 words) outline to 
jol@newint.org by 26 June and 
we’ll look at all the suggestions at 
our editorial meeting in July.
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Letter from Bangui

‘Thank you!’ I say, hopping off 
the motorbike taxi. ‘Now, can you 
please sign this receipt for me?’

I need receipts to keep track 
of my expenses and, knowing 
few local taxi drivers have 
paper and pens, I usually carry 
receipts with me.

The young driver looks at 
the receipt, then at me.

‘Just write your name 
and sign here, please.’ I 
hand him my pen.

‘You write it for me,’ 
he says.

‘But I need your full 
name and signature.’

‘You write my name, then 
I can sign it.’

Then I understand. I 
write his name and pass the 
pen to him. He grasps it like a 
knife and adds a wobbly, childlike 
scrawl.

I ask how old he is. ‘Twenty-two,’ 
he says.

Almost half the population of the 
Central African Republic (CAR) 
struggle to read or write their name; 
the national literacy rate is around 
56 per cent, but much lower in many 
small towns and villages. Across much 
of this remote, landlocked country, 
which has a total population of less 
than five million, children have 
access to only the most rudimentary 
education. I’ve seen village teachers 
struggling to educate classes of 200 
young children at a time, without any 
teaching materials to help them.

Between 2008 and 2012, just 
over 10 per cent of girls and 18 
per cent of boys enrolled in formal 
secondary school education in CAR, 
according to the UN child rights 
agency, UNICEF. Parents were 
frightened their children would be 
attacked or kidnapped by rebels if 
they attended school. The two main 
rebel movements, the Seleka and 
the anti-Balaka, both ransacked and 
burned down schools, terrorizing 
communities across the country.

I remember motorbiking to villages 
way beyond the capital, Bangui, 
at that time, and seeing the shells 
of school buildings where dazed 
local teachers still loitered, hoping 
someone would come to assist their 
community. Many of them had not 
been paid for months.

Over the last 12 months things 
have improved in many, though not 
all, parts of this country; security is 
better and school attendance rates have 
shot up, though teachers still struggle 
to get their salaries. But hundreds 
of thousands of children and young 
people, like my local motorbike taxi 
driver, have already lost years of their 
potential education.

If you are fortunate, education is 
more than just reading and writing: it’s 
about creativity, ideas, and aspirations 
for the future. But the majority of 
Central Africans live as subsistence 
farmers in small towns and villages and 
expect their children to do exactly the 
same all their lives.

Clara, a young friend of mine, is 
from a rural community in western 

CAR, though now she lives and 
works here in Bangui. ‘Most 
people in my community don’t 
understand why education 
matters,’ she says, clearly 
agitated. ‘They expect just to 
marry, work hard for virtually 
no money and have lots of 
children; you know, if a man 
even mentions contraception, 
people will say his wife must 
be a prostitute. It’s just their 
mentality.’

Having struggled to go 
to secondary school, then 
university – the only person 
in her town to do so – Clara 
wants more than anything 
to set up a decent school 
back in her home town, so 
other young people can have 
the choices she now enjoys. 

‘One of our biggest problems 
is so many of us don’t even 

understand we have rights,’ she says. 
‘This is the education we need, too: 
to understand we can make choices 
and demand things of our leaders!’ 
She feels education is one of the main 
answers to CAR’s chronic political 
crisis, because, in her words: ‘If we are 
educated then we can understand what 
has really been happening; we can 
analyse our situation for ourselves.’

Speaking of choices, the CAR 
government is now beginning to 
plan for national elections, which will 
probably be held at the beginning of 
next year. But before the elections 
there will be a national referendum 
on the new constitution that has 
just been drafted by government 
officials, academics and human rights 
activists to, it is hoped, guide CAR 
forward towards a more stable political 
future. The irony is that almost half 
the population, arguably those who 
most need to know the rights and 
responsibilities enshrined in the 
constitution, won’t actually be able to 
read it. 

Ruby Diamonde is a pseudonym. 

The school of hard knocks
RUBY DIAMONDE on what education means to the 
Central African Republic’s beleaguered population.
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FINLAND

Sámi’s diamond win

Indigenous peoples across the Arctic 
are experiencing increased pressure 
from extractive industries on their 
land. The Finnish Sámi have recently 
won a victory, but the fight for 
recognition and self-determination still 
has a long way to go.

In early April, Irish mining 
company Karelian Diamond Resources 
withdrew its claim to explore for 
diamonds in the Deatnu Valley, 
following local resistance. The Anti-
Mining Coalition of Deatnu Valley 
sent letters to senior Finnish officials 
asking them to stop the development. 
Permissions, they claimed, had been 
given without the free, prior and 
informed consent of the Sámi. They 
were ‘illegal under national and 
international law, and unsustainable 
from a scientific and traditional 
knowledge viewpoint’.

To further the cause, Sámi political 
leader Beaska Niillas flew to Karelian’s 
headquarters in Ireland to hand the 
company a letter in person.

The coalition is happy with the 
withdrawal, but is still waiting for 
a guarantee that no further mining 
exploration will take place on land that is 
important to them and their livelihoods.

This struggle for recognition was 
fuelled by the Norwegian Sámi’s 
fight against the Alta-Kautokeino 
hydropower dam in the years around 
1980. The dam was ultimately built, 
but the resistance was an important 
moment for the Sámi people and their 
allies in the environmental movement. 
It has significantly bettered the 
Sámi’s status in Norway, including 
the ratification of ILO Convention 
169 on Indigenous Rights. Neither 
Finland nor Sweden have ratified the 
convention, despite significant pressure.

But with demands from mining 
companies growing, so is demand 

for recognition of Sámi rights. Most 
extractive projects across Sápmi 
(Lapland) now face local resistance, 
in the shape of actions, artistic 
interventions, letters to government 
and new alliances helping make their 
voices heard. 

Ragnhild Freng Dale

ON THE WEB
newint.org
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Agenda IN THE NEWS

10 years ago...
The politics of 
migration is 
becoming ever more 
ugly in Western 
countries. Concern 
about the impact 
of migrants on local 
communities is 
understandable but 
there is generalized 

fear and suspicion of an influx of people 
from poorer countries. The contribution 
New Internationalist has made to this 
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ISRAEL/PALESTINE

Cementing Gaza’s suffering

Misery was etched on the face of Rami Zaanine 
from Beit Hanoun village in northern Gaza. The 
16-year-old sat in a small hut made of tin and nylon 
fabric. Pointing to the debris of his family’s house, 
he said, with tears in his eyes: ‘These little tin sheets 
cannot protect us against the cold winter.’

Rami’s family home was destroyed during Israel’s 
bombing of the Gaza Strip last July. The 51-day 
war left over 2,200 dead and wounded 11,000. It 
also damaged more than 160,000 homes, of which 
12,400 were completely destroyed.

Thousands of families are still living in makeshift shacks they 
built themselves after losing their homes. They have been forced 
to use just metal sheets, cloth and nylon, and are unable to start 
rebuilding their homes because supplies of cement are being 
restricted by the Israeli authorities – under the pretext that it 
could be used by the Palestinian resistance to build tunnels.

According to Palestinian economist Maher al-Tabbaa, the 
few trucks of cement that do arrive in Gaza only cover 18 per 
cent of what is needed to rebuild damaged and destroyed 
homes.

Deputy Palestinian Prime Minister Ziad Abu Amr has 
accused Israel of intentionally blocking the entry of cement 
into Gaza, claiming ‘this is the main reason for the slow process 
of reconstruction’.

Rami’s mother, Umm Rami, says her family’s shelter 
lacks even enough space to sit comfortably. ‘We live 

in unbearable conditions. There is nothing to protect us 
against the severe cold of winter.’ Her children cannot lie 
down when it rains, because water comes through holes 
in the walls. ‘I do not like to cry because we have cried 
enough. However, weeping overwhelms us when we see our 
children have no real future, living here beside destruction and 
the lasting smell of death.’

Despite the international community pledging $3.5 
billion to rebuild Gaza, only a small amount of aid has got 
through. According to Mufid Al-Hasayneh, Palestine’s Housing 
and Works Minister, ‘the political reality is difficult and 
unstable, and the Palestinian people are paying the price. 
Cement quantities brought to the Gaza Strip are insufficient. 
People are suffering, and hold us responsible. I don’t know 
how long this situation will continue.’ 

Abedalqader Hammad

Three-year-old twin Palestinian girls pose in a doorway that's still 

standing after Israel's bombing campaign.
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MALAYSIA

Awards for bigots
Those who call out sexism are often 
accused of not being able to ‘take a 
joke’. But in Malaysia, a coalition of 
women’s rights groups is providing 
some light relief.

The annual AiyohWatLah! Awards 
expose sexism, misogyny, homophobia 
and transphobia from public figures and 
institutions. The Joint Action Group for 
Gender Equality (JAG) started the event 

in 2012 after years of being asked for 
responses to sexism. ‘How many times 
can you say “we are deeply concerned”?’ 
says Ivy Josiah of JAG. ‘We were seen 
as a feminist group without a sense of 
humour.’

This year’s ‘crop of bigotry’ awards 
took place on 10 May, hosted by popular 
comedian Ribena Berry. The public 
voted in seven categories, including: 
Foot in Mouth, Least Helpful to the 
Sisterhood and Enough Already.

Nominations for ‘Insulting 
Intelligence’ included politician Ismail 
Kijo’s claims that if same-sex marriage 
were legalized, mothers would be 
‘forced to face the harsh possibility’ 
their daughters’ partners ‘could have 
bigger breasts than theirs’.

In 2013, AiyohWatLah! came close 
to cancellation when venue managers 
got last-minute cold feet. ‘They said 
we couldn’t do it – it’s too political, 
too critical of leaders. That’s when we 
realized this is really having an impact.’ 
Josiah wants AiyohWatLah! to go 
global: ‘It’s tackling an old problem in 
a new, creative, funny way. Laughter is 
always good.’ 

Lydia James

debate has often been to introduce its 
readers to some of the real people who 
have travelled in search of a better life for 
themselves and their families. This month 
10 years ago, Vanessa Baird accompanied a 
nurse, Nancy Wambui Itotia, on a trip from 
Britain, where she had been working for 
four years, back to her home in Kenya. The 
issue provided a fascinating insight into 
all kinds of issues normally unconsidered, 
not least because it underlined that 
such migration is an inevitable result of 
a chronically unequal world. As Vanessa 
said: ‘It seemed a cruel requirement of our 

globalized economy that for a mother to 
be a good one, in terms of providing for 
her children and giving them a chance in 
life, it was necessary for her to take herself 
far away from them. I wanted to explore 
the survival economics – but also the 
emotional economics – of this. Was it worth 
it? At what point would a woman decide 
the price was just too high? ... There was 
also the delicate matter of health demands 
in her own country. Was she not very much 
more needed there?’ Read her account at 
nin.tl/migrantstory 

Chris Brazier

TOGO ELECTION

Change postponed
Togo faces a third term under President 
Faure Gnassingbé following April’s 
elections. Gnassingbé’s family has ruled 
the West African country for 48 years, 
following his father’s 1967 coup.

The country’s Independent National 
Electoral Commission says Gnassingbé 
took 59 per cent of the vote and his 
main rival Jean-Pierre Fabre 35 per cent. 
But the opposition rejected these results 
as ‘fraudulent’, bearing no resemblance 
to those it collected in polling stations. 
Last year the opposition failed to limit 
presidents to two terms, as in most 
neighbouring states. Although the 
Economic Community of West African 
States declared the election free and fair, 
the 55-per-cent turnout means under a 
third of Togo’s six million people voted 
for Gnassingbé.

Ralf Wittek, from the Hanns Seidel 
Foundation, said the low turnout 
demonstrated frustration among a 
population where 60 per cent live in 
poverty. ‘It is always the same family 
governing. Nowadays, with internet and 
social media, people want change and 
real democratic structures.’ Opposition 
parties have no real power, he added, as 
Gnassingbé handpicks local governors 
and has postponed municipal elections.

Togolese campaigner and musician 
Coco de Kofi expressed disappointment: 
‘After many years the same party is still 
in power and the country is going badly. 
We need improvements in education, 
health, employment, justice. I don’t think 
anyone is happy with this situation.’ 

Gabriella Jóźwiak

Indonesia at 
a crossroads

Introducing...

Muhammadu Buhari
The most significant factor in the 
presidential electoral victory of 
Muhammadu Buhari and his Nigerian 
All Progressives Congress, against 
Goodluck Jonathan and his People’s 
Democratic Party powerhouse fixers, 
is that it took place at all. In a country 
haunted by political violence, and 
with a coup-prone political culture, 
Jonathan quietly conceded and passed 
over the reins. Buhari, a former general 
and coup-plotter himself (in 1983), 
has a reputation as an anti-corruption 
campaigner. This will now be put to its 
severest test in a Nigerian polity 
where kickbacks and bribes are 
very much business-as-usual.

Jonathan’s five-year term, 
which started with much 
promise, was quickly marred by a 
2012 general strike in response to 
a highly unpopular increase in 

fuel prices. Millions of Nigerians engaged 
in this popular revolt, outraged by being 
forced to pay for the wasteful usurping of 
oil wealth by the corrupt petro-elite. This 
was then compounded by military failure 
to combat Boko Haram’s fundamentalist 
insurrection.

With the lack of any credible 
contenders, Buhari proved the default 
beneficiary of the disgust of poor 
Nigerians over the squandering of their 
oil wealth. This despite his own spotty 
record when in government in the 
1980s: a personal austere honesty and 
some stern measures against corruption 
tainted by a pious law-and-order 
crackdown on everything from workers’ 
rights to disorderly public queuing 

(miscreants could be flogged on 
the spot). Many of his critics, from 

Guardian journalists to the famous 
singer Fela Kuti, spent ‘corrective’ 

time in prison. Has this leopard 
changed his spots? 

Richard Swift

Rula Ghani – the 
voice of a nation
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LEBANON

Solar comes to Shatila

Sunglasses are surplus to requirements 
when walking through the labyrinth 
of alleyways that make up much of 
Lebanon’s Shatila refugee camp. High 
buildings locked in an embrace conspire 
with low-hanging electricity cables and 

water pipes to shield the camp’s 22,000 
inhabitants from the sun.

But roofs are Shatila’s secret 
weapon: not just places to dry clothes 
and store water, they can help harness 
the sun and convert it into much-
needed power.

Located in the suburbs of Beirut, 
Shatila is one of 12 Palestinian 

refugee camps in Lebanon. Since its 
founding in 1948, the population has 
swelled to include Romany groups, Sri 
Lankan and Filipino immigrants, poor 
Lebanese families and, since 2011, 
over 6,000 Syrians.

Conditions are dire and power 
cuts a daily occurrence. ‘It’s four 
hours on, four hours off. We have 
only 12 hours [of electricity] a day,’ 
says Abu Moujahed, director of the 
Children and Youth Centre (CYC). 
The sunless apartments compound 
this problem. ‘The shortage is 
affecting people’s daily lives. When 
the electricity is off it means fridges 
stop working so families lose their 
food.’

The solution, for the few that can 
afford it, is to use a $100-a-month 
generator. Others illegally tap into 
the electricity grid. But now there is 
another option – one that offers not 
only cheaper, greener energy but also 
autonomy over a resource rationed by 
the government for political rather 
than logistical reasons.

This is where volunteers from 
Italian association Ingegneria Senza 
Frontiere (Engineering Without 
Frontiers) come in. After working with 
CYC staff to identify the organization’s 
needs, eight volunteers began working 

Scratchy Lines
by Simon Kneebone
Scratchy Lines
by Simon Kneebone
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CANADA

An open wound

If you visit any of the communities along a lonely stretch of 
highway in northern British Columbia (BC), you will eventually 
hear about the chilling fate of several missing and murdered 
women – mostly indigenous – over the past two decades. 

These stories motivated Matt Smiley, a Hollywood-based 
filmmaker with family ties in the area, to make an award-
winning documentary, Highway of Tears – as the notorious 
Highway 16 has become known.

Smiley first heard about the tragedies while on holiday 
near Prince George. ‘I was literally sitting around a campfire 
and being told the story of Nicole Hoar,’ he says. The 25-year-
old tree-planter was last seen in 2002 hitchhiking near Prince 
George, on her way to visit her sister.

Smiley researched her story and discovered that at least 18 
local women had gone missing or been murdered since the 
1970s. Through interviewing family members, First Nations 
leaders and the police, he observed systemic issues underlying 
the crimes, including racism, generational poverty and the 
impact of residential schooling of aboriginal children. ‘It’s still 
an open wound,’ Smiley says, ‘and needs to be addressed by all 
Canadians.’

Ron Windsor, a resident of the Tachie reserve, talks 
movingly in the documentary about his mother, a victim of 

violence in Vancouver’s impoverished Downtown Eastside. Not 
long after filming ended, Windsor’s cousin – a young mother – 
also went missing.

Smiley hopes the screenings across Canada will lead 
to change. But recent cuts to the bus service and policing 
programme in northern BC indicate the government is not 
taking these issues seriously. ‘The police have to investigate 
these cases to bring closure,’ Smiley says. Meanwhile, the 
violence continues.

The film has resonated with audiences beyond BC, as more 
than 1,000 aboriginal women have gone missing or been 
murdered across Canada in the past 30 years. Now demands 
for justice are growing. Memorial marches have spread to 
several cities, and bereaved families are working together to 
demand a national inquiry. 

Janet Nicol

A girl attends a rally to 

remember missing and 

murdered indigenous 

women in Vancouver's 

Downtown Eastside on 

Valentine's Day, 2015.
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SPAIN

Global frack-down
The anti-fracking struggle in Europe 
will heat up this summer with an 
international camp in Spain’s Basque 
Country (Euskal Herria). 

Local anti-fracking group Fracking 
Ez launched in 2011 to fight plans to 
extract an estimated 180 billion cubic 
metres of gas from shale formations 
across the green valleys of this intensely 
independent region. Resistance grew 
quickly, with 13,000 people from 
across Euskal Herria rallying in Gasteiz 
in October 2012. Now they are calling 
on anti-frackers everywhere to come to 
a ‘Frackanpada’.

Mikel Otero, a firefighter from 
Gasteiz, believes the Frackanpada camp 
will help stop plans for commercial-
scale fracking to begin in early 2016. 
‘We are going to show the fracking 
industry that we are connected, we are 
powerful, and if they come here they 
will not have an easy time of it. We will 
not let them frack here or anywhere.’

Eleanor Finley, from the international 

collective organizing the Frackanpada, 
has seen the impacts of fracking first 
hand, as a US resident. She sees 2015 as 
a key strategic moment to up the ante 
in Europe. ‘Despite its claims to seek a 
renewable energy future and mitigate 
climate change, the EU is poised to 
adopt the Transatlantic Trade and 
Investment Partnership (TTIP), a new 
multinational agreement which will 
make it even easier to import fracking 
and other “unconventional” extraction 
techniques to Europe. Frackanpada is 
about working together across borders 
to stop these practices and promote 
a healthy, sustainable and democratic 
future.’

The Frackanpada on 13-19 July will 
bring together people involved in the 
fight internationally, to share experiences 
and exchange tools for practical 
resistance. It also aims to be a meeting 
place between struggles against fracking 
and those related to the defence of the 
land, against austerity and for a just and 
sustainable society. 

frackanpada.frackingez.org 
Claire Fauset

THAILAND

Seafood slaves

Overfishing in Thailand is causing 
marine ecosystems to collapse and 
fuelling human trafficking, reveals 
‘Pirates and Slaves’, a chilling new 
report from the Environmental Justice 
Foundation (EJF).

Thailand’s slave-labour surge has 
been driven by collapsing fish stocks 
and voracious demand for cheap 
seafood from Western consumers. 
Vessels are staying out longer, going 
further for diminishing returns and 
using human-trafficking networks to 
boost incomes and crew ships cheaply.

Immigrants become prisoners on 
these boats, forced to work for little or no 
money for years at a time. Violence is rife. 
‘One of my co-workers fell in the sea,’ 
describes one victim. ‘We were ordered 
to continue to work and prevented from 
helping him. He drowned.’

A sustainably managed fishing 
industry would benefit the Thai 
economy more. What’s lacking, EJF 
argues, is the political will from 
governments, industry and retailers 
to tackle one of the most outrageous 
social, ecological and economic crimes 
of the 21st century. 

Jess Worth

on a solar-energy pilot project in 
August 2014. Now 12 panels power the 
four-storey building and its adjoining 
guesthouse when the mains electricity 
is down.

This work is only half of the project. 
The engineers’ key objective when they 
visit the camp every four to six months 
is to support camp inhabitants to find 
their own solutions to the electricity 
shortages: training people to maintain 
the solar system is a large part of this, 
though it is proving a challenge to find 
volunteers.

Abu Moujahed is positive. ‘Before 
[the installation] we thought that 
electricity was something that came 
from heaven, but when the engineers 
explained the process, people began to 
understand it. Maybe the repair of the 
solar panels needs some professional 
expertise but I have learnt how to 
assemble them easily.’

He hopes the idea will spread to 
other organizations and families 
in the camp: ‘In the long run, the 
solar [energy] system is cheap, it can 
operate without much maintenance 
and the sun can be got from god for 
free.’ 

Read a longer version here:
nin.tl/solar-shatila

Lydia James

Reasons to be cheerful
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Malaria hope
A viable malaria 
vaccine might be 
available in just 
a few months. 
The vaccine has 
a 75-per-cent 
success rate when 
tested on children 
aged between 
18 months and 
5 years. With no 

vaccine currently available, malaria 
is still one of the world’s deadliest 
diseases, killing more than 400,000 
children every year in sub-Saharan 
Africa. Whether its developer, pharma 
giant GlaxoSmithKline, will make it 
available to all who need it remains to 
be seen. 

Banned bags
In 2014, a 5p (7 cents) charge was 
introduced in Scotland for all plastic 
carrier bags. Since then, use has 
plummeted by 80 per cent, reflecting 
the experience in Wales and Northern 
Ireland, which have had a ban since 
2011 and 2013 respectively. England will 
also introduce a ban in October 2015.

DFID out 
Britain’s Department for International 
Development (DFID) has pulled funding 
from a $4.9-billion development project 
in Ethiopia. The project has been mired 
in controversy relating to a resettlement 
programme developed by the Ethiopian 
government, which would potentially 
relocate 1.5 million rural families away 
from their lands. DFID has cited the 
country’s ‘growing success’ as the reason 
behind its decision.

Genocide recognized
The Armenian genocide, perpetrated 
by the Ottoman Empire between 1915 
and 1917, has finally received wide 
international recognition through a 
resolution passed in the 
European Parliament. 
The bill calls for all 
members of the EU 
to commemorate 
the events officially, 
despite heavy protests 
from Turkey, which 
continues to refuse 
to acknowledge 
the deaths of 1.5 
million people as 
genocide.
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The lure 
of the 
dead-end
Contested territory: a 

Hindu nationalist raises 

a saffron flag atop a 

church in Muniguda 

in India’s Orissa state. 

Minority communities 

in India are regularly 

targeted by politically 

instigated Hindu groups, 

and churches have been 

burned and defaced.
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Consider the perplexing tale of a mass 
murderer who once went by the snigger-
inducing name of General Butt Naked. That 
is perhaps the only funny thing about Joshua 
Blahyi, whose role in the first Liberian civil 
war in the early 1990s is marked by atrocity. 

Claiming he had been given special powers 
that made him invisible by Nyanbe-a-weh, 
a high-ranking deity of his Krahn ethnic 
group, Blahyi would unleash mayhem with 
his gang of thugs – wearing just his shoes. 

‘Before leading my troops into battle, we 
would get drunk and drugged up, sacrifice 
a local teenager, drink the blood, then strip 
down to our shoes and go into battle,’ he 
recalled in a 2003 interview. ‘We’d slaughter 
anyone we saw, chop their heads off and use 
them as soccer balls. We were nude, fearless, 
drunk yet strategic. We killed hundreds of 

people – so many I lost count.’1 Later he 
would claim that he and his group of rebels 
were responsible for the deaths of 20,000 
people.

But in 1996, he had a vision – a visitation 
by Jesus Christ as a blinding light which 
caused him to repent of his bloodlust and 
seek forgiveness. A charismatic, and still 
intimidating, individual, he reinvented himself 
as an evangelical pastor, and is now President of 
the End Time Train Evangelistic Ministries Inc. 

When he is not working himself up into 
a frenzy to inspire his congregation to shun 
sin, he is busy confronting those whose 
lives he has ruined to ask for their ‘complete 
forgiveness’. These encounters make for 
uneasy viewing; his throwing himself at the 
mercy of his victims is a mixture of high 
theatre, menace and sweaty repentance.2 

Why is fundamentalism, and the oppression it brings, so 
appealing? DINYAR GODREJ on the fight for reason.

Fundamentalists 

cannot abide 

a diversity 

of opinion 

and debate, 

mistaking open-

mindedness for 

moral confusion
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He also remains in touch with the young 
men who were part of his murderous brigade 
– exhorting them to avoid violence and 
seeking ways to support them so that they 
have some options in their impoverished lives.

His attitude to temporal justice has been 
a bit flip-floppy. He gave a bravura soul-
baring performance at Liberia’s Truth and 
Reconciliation Commission in 2008, but 
he also holed up in Ghana for years, fearing 
reprisals. He now believes that his crimes were 
inspired by Satan (which some have viewed as 
a future line of defence at trial). Recently, he 
has been calling for Liberia to institute a war 
crimes court to try ex-warlords like himself.3 So 
far he has gone scot-free. 

A complex individual, he is very much a 
human agent who considers himself completely 
at the mercy of the supernatural. He has traded 
one absolutist position for another – first 
divine/satanic darkness, then blinding light. 

Blahyi’s life has been so extreme it defies 
understanding, unless, perhaps, he is viewed as 
captive to his own sets of irreducible beliefs. 

Dogma unlimited
It’s this very irreducibility and dogmatism that 
characterize various fundamentalisms. The word 
‘fundamentalism’, when applied in its usual 
religious context, has a relatively recent origin. 
In 1910, devout Californian brothers Milton 
and Lyman Stewart used their wealth as oil 
tycoons to sponsor a series of pamphlets called 
The Fundamentals to save the soul of Protestant 
Christianity, worried as they were that the core 
messages of the faith – such as the inerrancy 
of the Bible (ie it is without error or fault in 
its teaching), the historical reality of Biblical 
miracles, and God’s creation of the world and 

humans (during what must have been his really 
busy week) – were being ignored.

These early fundamentalists were responding 
to a moral panic of their own making with a 
staunchly traditional and literalist response – 
and not much has changed since. 

Opposition is the defining factor of 
fundamentalist viewpoints – whether it be 
clinging to a selective, limited and literal 
version of scripture; making exclusive claims 
to truth; maintaining a strong enclave 
culture (‘we are the pure and the chosen’); 
or encouraging nostalgia for an imagined 
past that takes on rigid, life-controlling 
forms. What fundamentalists cannot abide is 
a diversity of opinion and debate, mistaking 

open-mindedness for moral confusion. 
Religion, for them, is explicitly not a private 
matter between a person and their god; it 
needs to be constantly enforced, expanded and 
propounded, and naysayers put in their place. 
Violence is often the end result.

It is the not-to-be-questioned surety of 
fundamentalist movements that can make 
them attractive, particularly to young people 
questioning their place in society. In a 
world that is reeling from the ravages of late 
capitalism, where capital has decisively parted 
ways with social conscience and completely 
infiltrated governance, uncertainty has become 
a way of life. Austerity coupled with the abiding 
spirit of materialism; the fragmentation of what 
were once communities; the abandonment of 
the working class: many have been left isolated 
and seeking some kind of connection. It is not 
for nothing that the 1980s, the decade when 
the supremacy of the market over human life 
became officially enshrined (often referred 
to as ‘market fundamentalism’), is also the 
key decade for the upsurge of fundamentalist 
movements around the world. 

On the plus side, we have greater diversity 
and plurality than ever in many multicultural 
societies, but that too has inspired great anxiety 
and unease among the more traditionally 
minded. 

The existential crisis being faced by so many 
can lead to a yearning to make some kind of H
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Foreign financiers can have 

a disproportionate effect – 

whether it is Saudi petrodollars 

spreading a version of Islam that 

inspires militant groupings, or 

US fundamentalist Christians 

spreading their homophobia to 

African nations

In full flow: Joshua Blahyi 

(General Butt Naked in a 

former avatar) preaches 

peace and reconciliation 

in Monrovia, Liberia.

Strike a pose: an ISIS 

fighter in full-on 

propaganda publicity-

shot mode in Raqqa, 

Syria.
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difference, for a calling. I am moved by the 
world-weary poetry of the following passage: 
‘Purify your heart and cleanse it of stains. 
Forget and be oblivious to that thing called 
the world. For, the time of playing has passed, 
and the time has arrived for the rendezvous 
with the eternal Truth. How much of our lives 
we have wasted! Shall we not take advantage 
of these hours to offer up acts of nearness [to 
God] and obedience?’ The words are part of 
the final instructions to the 9/11 hijackers by 
their handler.

‘Simple, linear and appealing’
The backgrounds of young people in the 
West who get ‘radicalized’ by Muslim 
fundamentalists have been extensively studied. 
Common threads tend to be histories of racism, 
exclusion, distant parents. Few have strict 
religious backgrounds. Their inability to find 
a place in the mainstream is used as bait by 
recruiters who lure them to cut off all ties from 
the society they live in, and pledge themselves 
to whichever obscure (and supposedly ‘pure’) 
religious interpretation they are peddling. 
Tunnelling ever deeper, contempt by outsiders 
for their brand of fundamentalism only 
confirms their belief, sadly. It is a closed circuit 
where faith and ideology will rule their lives 
and be used for perverse political ends.

In the Majority World, recruitment of youth 
can be more straightforward, particularly where 
corrupt governance and substandard education 
that doesn’t encourage critical thinking has 
been the norm – as in northern Nigeria, Boko 
Haram’s stomping ground. Fatima Akilu, a 
psychologist who runs the country’s Countering 
Violent Extremism Programme, says: ‘The Boko 
Haram message is simple, linear and appealing.’4 
On its attraction for young people: ‘It’s the same 
reason a lot of youth join gangs: because you 
have an instant connection, a sense of belonging, 
a family; you have a platform through which you 
can feel important, you feel you are doing god’s 
work, so you have a worthy cause. For some it’s 
a feeling of adventure, for some it’s economic – 
Boko Haram gives them grants to get married.’5

Muslim-majority countries are bearing 
the brunt of violent fundamentalism today. 
As security analyst Azeem Ibrahim puts it: 
‘The ongoing fight is not between Islam and 
secularism. It is a fight between the most 
bigoted sects of Islam and everyone else, be 
they Muslim or Western. Most of that fight 
unfolds in the Islamic world, with atrocities 
exceeding the Paris attacks nearly every day in 
some Muslim country.’6

Death cult
Centre-stage at this point in time are the 
death-obsessed ISIS, who would do away with 
all apostates: not just the followers of ‘false’ 
religions, but also approximately 200 million 

Shi’a Muslims whom they consider to have 
despicably innovated on the unimprovable 
perfection of the Qur’an. Their social media 
prowess may be 21st century, but their aim is 
to recreate a seventh-century state based on the 
earliest days of their faith – as they imagine it. 
Constant killing is their way of trying to purify 
the world in readiness for the end times they 
see approaching, when they know most of them 
will die as well. (For a Christian variant of such 
apocalyptic thinking, look no further than the 
‘premillennial dispensationalists’ who expect 
the chosen to be ‘raptured’ straight to heaven 
while all others die in an earthly cataclysm. 
Doomsday thinking has also spurred on US 
Christian hardliners to reject the reality of 
climate change or any action to mitigate it.)

While we are knee-deep in media analysis 
of ISIS’s political machinations to stay in 
business, there is now grudging acceptance 
that ideology is also key. These thugs can 
quote chapter and verse of scripture, and use 
it to justify slavery, child rape and continual 
slaughter. They have drawn 12,000 (mainly 
young) foreigners to their cause, a significant 
number converting to ISIS’s brand of Islam 
just to live and die in a real-life version of 
a shoot-them-up computer game. They are 
turning children into their killing machines 
(like the Ten Commandments-inspired Joseph 
Kony did with his Lord’s Resistance Army in 
Uganda).

At the moment the ‘least worst’ scenario for 
the end of this death cult, which has captured 
an area the size of Britain with a population 
of eight million, is that with containment (it 
is surrounded by enemies) it will eventually 
implode.7

With ISIS, all narratives of historic 
Muslim grievance are being forced in another 

‘The boundaries of freedom’ by Dutch cartoonist Tjeerd Royaards.

cartoonmovement.com
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direction. That particular history goes back (if 
one disregards the Crusades as too distant in 
time) to the colonial carve-up of the Middle 
East by the British and French, the propping 
up of despotic regimes to suit Western 
purposes, the wooing of oil-rich Saudi Arabia 
(which has been indulging in barbaric public 
executions for far longer than ISIS) and 
Western disregard for the use of Saudi money 
to spread fundamentalist Wahhabi ideology 
even when it reached their shores (15 of the 
19 9/11 hijackers were Saudis). In Pakistan, 
the US supported the dictator Zia-ul-Huq, 
who ushered in the notorious blasphemy 
laws that continue to choke the nation; and 
the CIA provided widespread funding for 
madrassas (religious schools) to launch zealots 
against Soviet-occupied Afghanistan. So are 
the invasions of Muslim majority countries to 
uphold democracy – or supplies of oil? 

Traditionally, on the Left and among many 
people of Muslim heritage, criticism of Muslim 
fundamentalism was often guarded because 
of fears of being seen to be siding with this 
version of the West. But ISIS has blown that 
open. Moderate Muslims (the vast majority) 
are being encouraged by other Muslims that 
it is not enough to ignore ISIS and claim 
they are not true Muslims: they need to get 
active in opposing them. Religious texts are 
contradictory: the Qur’an contains exhortations 
to both violence and to peace and tolerance of 
other beliefs. The battle is for human rights and 
dignity, which fundamentalists of all stripes 
would suppress.

Much is made of how savvy ISIS is with 
social media – but for those who would listen 
in to conversations among anti-fundamentalist 
liberal Muslims in cyberspace, there are plenty 
of voices calling for the universality of human 
rights, for democracy, and for an end to 
authoritarian theocracies.

Another harvest of souls
There is a school of thought that fundamental-
isms grow more vigorous as people in wider 
society increasingly wear their religion more 
lightly or choose to follow none. Whether 
that holds for all outcrops of fundamentalism 
everywhere is unlikely. One thing is certain: 
fundamentalisms have socio-political (rather 
than divine) origins and wreak their damage 
in society. They can be viewed as a persistently 
irrational response to the ‘spiritual dystopias 
and dysfunctional cultural relationships that 
characterize the world of… “Late Capitalism”.’8 
Fighting them requires the long haul.

In Nigeria, where the troops are driving 
back Boko Haram, Fatima Akilu realizes that a 
military campaign, though necessary, is not the 
end of the story. She is eager to ‘rebuild spaces 
for youth where they feel they can belong’, 
including community centres for children 

without means; she emphasizes the need for 
developing an education system based on the 
ability to think critically and logically to help 
them resist charismatic leaders. Her programme 
works with young Boko Haram followers 
who are now in custody – providing therapy, 
vocational counselling, art and sporting 
activities and exposure to liberal imams. It’s 
a different harvest of souls from that of the 
fundamentalists. The government also has a 
victim support programme. It is early days, 
and progress is not easy to measure, but it does 
seem like the right direction.

Opposing voices must also be amplified. 
Every country and culture with a 
fundamentalism problem will have committed 
people risking much to promote different 
ways of thinking. It’s a common complaint of 
Muslim anti-fundamentalists that their voices 
just don’t register in the media. In a vast 
country like India, where Hindu nationalists 
cause enormous damage by inciting the 
Hindu majority for political ends (see 
Urvashi Butalia’s article on page 20), there 
are numerous groupings fighting against the 
erosion of secularism. 

Foreign financiers of fundamentalism can 
have a disproportionate effect – whether it is 
Saudi petrodollars spreading a version of Islam 
that inspires other militant groupings, or US 
fundamentalist Christians spreading their 
homophobia and reproductive repression to 
African nations. Can we also make our money 
talk in the causes we support?

Fundamentalist movements are unfailingly 
patriarchal, often enlisting women as agents 
of their own repression. Independent women’s 
movements offer a challenge and a threat – 
they, too, need our support.

Fundamentalist causes require unthinking 
submission to some higher authority – usually 
humans with agendas rather than the divinities 
they claim to serve. But the sleep of reason 
truly produces monsters. 

I am reminded of the words of Saudi blogger 
Raif Badawi, who was sentenced to 10 years’ 
imprisonment and 1,000 lashes in May last year 
for operating the Saudi Arabian Liberals website 
and running the Liberal Muslim Network. He 
wrote: ‘We want life for those who call for our 
deaths. We desire life and rationality for those 
who desire ignorance for us.’ 

1 Gary Brecher, ‘Please don’t eat the pygmies’, eXile, 6 
December 2003. 2 As captured in the documentary film The 
Redemption of General Butt Naked, 2011. 3 Edwin G Genoway 
Jr, ‘Liberia: “Gen. Butt Naked” wants War Crimes Court’, 22 
September 2014, allafrica.com 4 Magnus Taylor, ‘Boko Haram’s 
message is “simple, linear and appealing”, the solutions are 
not’, 3 December 2014, african.arguments.org 5 Interview on 
‘Woman’s Hour’, BBC Radio 4, 23 April 2015. 6 Azeem Ibrahim, 
‘Why the West is losing the battle against radical Islam’, 2 
March 2015, outlookindia.com 7 Graeme Wood, ‘What ISIS 
really wants’, The Atlantic, March 2015. 8 Malise Ruthven, 
Fundamentalism: A Very Short Introduction, Oxford University 
Press, 2007.
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Junaid Jamshed was a rock star in Pakistan 
during the 1990s. As the adored lead singer of 
Vital Signs, the band that laid the foundation 
for the country’s thriving rock-music industry, 
he was responsible for a string of hits, including 
the unofficial Pakistani anthem, ‘Dil Dil 
Pakistan’ (‘My Heart is Pakistan’). He went on 
to have successful careers as a solo artist and 
television personality. 

But in 2004, Jamshed found religion. 
More specifically, he joined the Tablighi 
Jamaat, a fundamentalist religious movement. 
He denounced music, established a charity, 
and became a preacher. His sermons, widely 
available on YouTube, are a good illustration 
of one particular strand of fundamentalism 
deeply rooted in Pakistani soil. Tablighi 
Jamaat’s brand of Islam is all about ritual and 
supplication and is based on just six points: 
correct belief, regular prayer, praising God, 
sincerity of intention, respect for other Muslims 
and devoting time to preaching. All human 
problems, Tablighi Jamaat tells its followers, 
can be solved by prayer and proselytizing.

However, in the Tablighi framework, respect 
for other Muslims does not include women. 
The Tablighis are aggressively misogynistic. 
Jamshed regularly berated women as inferior 
to men, and argued that they needed to be 

put in their place. Women need to be covered 
up, isolated, and told to shut up. But in 
November 2014, he went a bit too far when 
he related a story about Ayesha, the youngest 
wife of the Prophet Muhammad, and how she 
feigned an illness to gain the attention of her 
husband. The story, he concluded, ‘proves that 
a woman cannot be reformed even if she is in 
the gathering of the Prophet’. That brought 
him into direct conflict with another equally 
popular variety of Pakistani fundamentalism, 
best represented by creepy television preacher 
Aamir Liaquat Hussain, a former politician and 
Minister of Religious Affairs. 

Hussain, who hands out orphaned infants 
to adoptive parents on his television show, 
goes out of his way to appear liberal. He has 
denounced violence and suicide bombing, 
and pays lip service to Muslim unity. But he 
is a fundamentalist puritan for whom the 
traditional sources and sacred personalities of 
Islam are above criticism. Not surprisingly, he 
saw Jamshed’s swipe at Ayesha as disrespect. 
The ‘Disco Mullah’ had committed an act of 
blasphemy, Hussain declared on one of his 
shows. Within a day, the Sunni Tehreek, a 
national grouping of clerics, had launched a 
sit-in in Karachi to demand Jamshed’s arrest. A 
First Information Report (FIR) was registered 
against him, and the police sought his arrest. 
Jamshed issued a grovelling apology from his 
current base in London. But he is unwilling to 
return to Pakistan.

Traditionalists of all stripes
Both Tablighi Jamaat and Sunni Tehreek 
represent a fundamentalism that is ingrained in 
traditionalism. But they are traditionalisms of 
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different types; a difference that can be seen in 
their respective beards. The Tablighi beard is a 
thick, unruly affair, with shaved upper lip. The 
Prophet, they suggest, had a beard the length 
of a fist – which is what devout Muslims should 
have. It can be seen flowing on Jamshed as well 
as on South African cricketer Hashim Amla 
– the most famous beard in contemporary 
Islam. In contrast, Sunni Tehreek argues that 
the Prophet had a well-kempt beard that was 
sometimes coloured with henna. Its followers 
have shorter, groomed beards which on 
occasion may have a deep-red tint. 

While Tablighis are obsessed with rituals, 
Sunni Tehreek is into adoration of saints. Its 
followers regard the Prophet as a special kind 
of human being, created from light, who is 
always present; they venerate the household of 
the Prophet as well as dead and living saints. 
While Tablighi Jamaat regards politics as 
evil and something to be shunned by sincere 
Muslims, Sunni Tehreek is actively involved in 
politics – indeed, it has been at the forefront of 
the blasphemy movement. Its political wing, 
Jamiat Ulema-e-Pakistan, contests elections and 
vigorously promotes its brand of traditional, 
folk-based fundamentalism. 

However, Sunni Tahreek’s politics is 
radically different from another fundamentalist 
group, the Jamaat-e-Islami. Established in 
British India in 1941, 
Jamaat-e-Islami’s aim is to 
transform Pakistan into an 
‘Islamic state’. Its founder, 
the late Abul ala Maududi, 
argued that Islam is a total 
system that regulates all 
aspects of human behaviour 
– social, economic, personal, 
psychological and political. 
Thus the state must be ruled 
by sharia, or Islamic, law, 
and the best rulers are the 
ulama or religious scholars. 

This variety of 
fundamentalism is 
essentially modernist, 
shifting the classical emphasis of Islam from 
community to the modern idea of a state. 
Its ideological stance and purity owes more 
to 20th-century communism than Islamic 
history. However, Jamaat-e-Islami is not a 
revolutionary movement; it seeks its goals 
through democratic means. It has fought 
several elections but has seldom won more than 
a few seats. 

While Jamaat-e-Islami has failed politically, 
it has succeeded in abetting another brand of 
fundamentalism in Pakistan which emerged 
during the reign of military dictator Zia ul-Haq 
(1978-88). Urged on by Saudi Arabia, and 
aided by Jamaat-e-Islami, Zia ul-Haq sought 
to ‘Islamize’ Pakistan by introducing sharia 

law and blasphemy ordinances, establishing 
madrassas and banning music and film. It 
was all an attempt to establish the Wahhabi 
doctrine, the Saudi brand of puritanical Islam, 
as the dominant sect of Pakistan. It turned out 
to be a successful venture. 

Intrinsically violent 
A large segment of the Pakistani middle class, 
including the army, now subscribes to Wahhabi 
fundamentalism, which has three main 
characteristics. First, it is ahistorical. Islam as 
a religion, interpreted in the lives and thought 
of Muslims, is not something that unfolded 
in history with all its human strengths and 
weaknesses, but a utopia that exists outside 
time. Hence it has no notion of progress, moral 
development or human evolution. Second, 
Wahhabism does not recognize, understand or 
appreciate a contrary view. Those who express 
an alternative opinion are seen as apostates, 
collaborators or worse. Third, Wahhabism 
is aggressively self-righteous and insists on 
imposing its notion of righteousness on others. 
While Saudi Arabia has religious police, 
Pakistan now has self-proclaimed guardians 
of public morality who attack everything 
that offends their religious sensibilities. 
Wahhabism promotes intolerance, misogyny 
and xenophobia.

There are numerous Wahhabi groups 
which, like Jamaat-e-Islami, seek to turn 
Pakistan into an ‘Islamic state’ under 
sharia law. But not all have democratic 
inspirations. Some, such as the Pakistani 
Taliban and its various splinter factions 
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such as Jammat-ul-Ahrar – responsible for 
the recent suicide bombings of churches in 
Peshawar – as well as outfits such as Lashkar-
e-Taiba and Sipah-e-Sahaba, are intrinsically 
violent. They have combined their Wahhabism 
with the ideology of the Kharjites, a rebel sect 
that emerged during the formative phase of 
Islam in the seventh century, to produce a truly 
lethal form of fundamentalism.

The Kharjites believed that history had 
come to an end after the revelation to the 
Last Prophet. From now on, no debate or 
compromise was possible. Since the Kharjites 
considered themselves ideal Muslims, everyone 
who disagreed with them, or their politics, 
was automatically branded an apostate – who 
could be put to death. This philosophy can 
be summed up as follows: give all to God, die 
for God, kill for God all those who disagree 
with you or stand in your way, and you will 
have meaning and purpose in your life and 
paradise in your death. The violent extremists 
of Pakistan are essentially neo-Kharjites who 
have embraced this pernicious ideology. That 
is why they can massacre children without 
compunction and engage in suicide bombings 
and other heinous acts without remorse. 

Reform from within
All Pakistani fundamentalists – ritual puritans 
and traditionalists, advocates of political Islam 
and Wahhabis, and violent extremists – have 
one thing in common. They exist in mental 
ghettoes where religion, and only religion, can 
provide all the answers to today’s problems. 
Their different visions of an idealized Islam 
transform faith into a totalistic ideology. The 
step from a totalistic ideology to a totalitarian 
order is a small one. The paramount challenge 
for Pakistan is to liberate itself from all varieties 
of fundamentalism.

The most urgent problem is to tackle 
violent extremists. Various governments have 
tried to ‘negotiate’ a settlement with the 
Taliban and their offshoots for the last 10 
years. But how can one negotiate with groups 
determined to undermine democracy and 
turn Pakistan into an ‘Islamic state’ – even if 
it means the total destruction of the country? 
Like the Kharjites of early Islam, the Taliban 
have to be subdued militarily. This is what the 

majority of Pakistanis have now 
realized, and are demanding. 
The popular sentiments against 
the Taliban have finally forced 
both the army and the current 
government to embark on this 
inevitable course. But containing 
the Taliban is not enough. The 
Federally Administered Tribal 
Areas (FATA) in northern 
Pakistan need to be developed 
simultaneously, and some of the 

genuine grievances of the tribal people met.
This is where civil society has a strong role 

to play. The FATA region is still administered 
as though it were a British colony with all-
powerful ‘political agents’. The region is 
excluded from Pakistan’s constitution – which 
means tribal people have no legal way to fight 
for their rights. Only an active civil society 
can ensure that these historic injustices are 
corrected, basic amenities – such as water and 
roads – provided, and the madrassas – which 
serve as hatcheries for jihadi extremists – 
replaced with an appropriate education system. 

A few positive steps have already been 
taken. Attempts to repeal the obnoxious 1901 
British Frontier Crimes Regulation, which 
allows the punishment of an entire tribe for 
the crimes committed by one of its members, 
have begun. Civil society activists are also 
campaigning hard for the repeal of the sinister 
blasphemy ordinances. But a great deal more 
needs to be done.

Beyond that, there is an even bigger 
challenge: to reform Islam from within. In 
Pakistan, Islam has become toxic. Almost any 
injustice can be justified in the name of sharia. 
There is thus an urgent need to reformulate 
the sharia on more humane and contemporary 
principles. The relationship between Islam and 
politics needs to be rethought and directed 
away from the authoritarian notion of ‘Islamic 
state’ and towards the creation of strong civic 
society. These are formidable tasks. Without 
serious reforms within Islam, fundamentalisms 
of all varieties will continue to rear their ugly 
heads. 

Ziauddin Sardar is the author of Desperately Seeking 
Paradise and, more recently, Mecca: The Sacred City.
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‘Call me after 9,’ a professor friend at 
Jadavpur University in Kolkata texted me a few 
days ago. ‘Right now, we’re all going off to 
the beef fest.’ A sort of ‘eatathon’, a beef fest 
involves the public eating of beef in protest at 
its government-supported banning in some 
states. Maharashtra has already brought in this 
legislation, which takes away from Muslims, 
Dalits, Christians and, indeed, beef-eating 
Hindus, an important item of food (thus 
denying them a basic democratic right), and 
scores a nationalist Hindu point, because 
Hindus believe the cow is sacred and should 
not be eaten.

Other rightwing-ruled states in India are 
considering following suit. Haryana, in the 
north, has already done so. And in Delhi’s 
neighbouring state of Uttar Pradesh, the 
campaign is in full swing: slogans demanding 
gau mata ko rashtra pashu banao (‘make 
mother cow the national animal’) line the 
walls of buildings along the highway. It doesn’t 
matter that cows know little about religion or 
nation; they’ve become important in the battle 
for these inter-related turfs.

A longstanding demand of the Hindu right, 
the ban on cow slaughter has in the past been 
kept in abeyance by the government, and 

for good reason. India is a secular country, 
constitutionally committed to the democratic 
rights of its minority populations. Food is an 
important aspect of this: a sense of home and 
belonging comes as much from what you eat as 
from where you live and what you do. For the 
150 million Muslims who live in India, beef is 
a staple food and one of their main sources of 
protein. Other groups also eat beef: the Dalits, 
for one. The beef trade gives employment to 
hundreds of thousands of people. How, then, 
can it be banned?

Yet in the battle for claiming a space for 
the Hindu nation, such considerations do not 
seem to be important. A Hindu point has been 
scored and has been given the green light by a 
Hindu government – and that’s enough. 

The beleaguered majority
The renewed Hinduization of an already very 
Hindu India is a project that is rapidly gaining 
strength. Why this should be necessary in 
a country whose population is 80-per-cent 
Hindu anyway (even though being Hindu 
means different things to different people) is 
a question to which there are no easy answers. 
Why should they – or perhaps I should say we, 
for I am by birth a Hindu, although in the way 
that people’s lives are messy, I am also a Sikh, 
and sometimes the lines between these two are 
quite blurred – feel marginalized? And further, 
why should this sense of marginalization be 
laid at the door of other, much smaller and less 
powerful groups? 

In India, virtually all the important top jobs, 
industries, institutions, educational projects 
and more are headed by upper-caste Hindus, 
mostly men. Any number of reports have shown 
that, despite the unmistakable gains of positive 
discrimination, India has a lot of catching up 
to do in terms of the rights and status of its 
minorities. Of all the minorities in the country 
– and there are many – the largest, Muslims, 
are the ones that concern Hindus the most.

About 15 per cent of India’s population 
today is Muslim. Yet one of the most popular 
and enduring myths among those Hindus who 
see themselves as beleaguered in their own land 
is that because Muslims have many children, 
they will soon outstrip the Hindu population. 
A case of simple maths would prove otherwise, 
but this is never deployed. 

There was a time, not so many years 
ago, when if someone spoke of Hindu 
fundamentalism, we would have laughed at 
them, perhaps shaken our heads, and most 
certainly have trotted out the most enduring 
(and true) cliché of all: that Hinduism is not 
a religion, it’s a philosophy; that it is full of 
nuance and contradiction; that there’s no 
one book on which it is based, so there’s no 
question of fundamentalism. 

Not so now. In the past two decades so 
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much has changed – there hasn’t really been 
a moment when one minority or other has 
not come under attack. And it doesn’t stop at 
religious minorities or even just people: it’s also 
books, films, discussions, plays and more. Ever 
since the rightwing Bharatiya Janata Party (BJP) 
government came into power, for example, heads 
of virtually all important institutions have been 
replaced with Hindu loyalists. 

Consider this list of randomly chosen 
examples: in Mangalore, women are violently 
attacked for drinking in a pub because drinking 
is presumably against Hindu tradition; in West 
Bengal, Maharashtra and Delhi, churches are 
vandalized, perhaps because Christians need 
to be shown ‘their place’; in Madhya Pradesh, 
tribal people are forcibly converted to Hinduism; 
in Delhi, publishers are forced to withdraw 
books that are said to be anti-Hindu or critical 
of Hindus; in Muzaffarnagar, Muslims are 
attacked, many are killed, women are raped. 

Indeed, women are particularly targeted: 
fundamentalism and patriarchy make good 
bedfellows. So Hindu men feel righteously 
justified in stopping women from marrying 
men of their choice, or not ‘allowing’ them 

to indulge in ‘un-Hindu’ behaviour such as 
holding hands or kissing in public.

In a country the size of India, it would be 
easy to pass off these incidents as random – 
were it not for the fact that some fringe Hindu 
group or other then comes forward to claim 
responsibility. One might also say: ‘But this 
is the fringe; most Hindus are not violent or 
intolerant.’ And no doubt there’s truth in that, 
too. But there is something deeply worrying 
when our politicians, and in particular our 
Prime Minister, maintain a studied silence 
on such acts, forcing the conclusion that they 
are supportive of the project to create a new 
Hindu nation. 

How widespread is this sense of being 
beleaguered? It’s difficult to say, but it tends 
to draw in everything to prove its point. So, if 
Hindus are treated badly in Pakistan, that gives 
cause to demand similar reciprocal treatment 
for minorities in India. Added to that is a 
further completely irrational fear: that India 
is ‘sandwiched’ between two Muslim nations, 
Pakistan and Bangladesh, and needs to arm 
itself against incursions (read: Bangladeshi 
refugees) and terrorism. 
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‘More worrying than these random attacks,’ 
says a lawyer friend of mine, ‘is the insidious 
way in which a sort of Hinduness is creeping 
into our daily lives. Not being able to eat what 
you wish, having to look over your shoulder for 
everything you write or publish; that is what is 
so worrying.’

The aggressive diaspora
A fair amount of support for this assertive 
Hinduness, she points out, comes from 
the Hindu diaspora. Made up of doctors, 
academics, engineers, IT experts and students, 
this group of generally conservative people 
sees itself as a sort of ‘model minority’ and 
wonders why, in its chosen homeland (mostly 
the United States) it has been 
so ignored. ‘For nearly three 
generations, since the time of 
India’s nominal independence in 
1947,’ says a recently published 
book called Rearming Hinduism, 
‘… Hinduism has been a religion 
lived in silence.’

But how does the sense of 
being a beleaguered minority 
translate into a similar sense of 
disempowerment in a majoritarian 
environment? It’s here that the 
internet has become a powerful tool: it’s used 
to mobilize support for campaigns, recruit new 
members, troll and harass opponents, and reach 
out particularly to the middle classes, who may 
otherwise not be too proactive. 

One of Hinduism’s most vocal US-based 
advocates, Rajiv Malhotra, uses the internet to 
make some amazing claims: Christianity and 
Islam, he says, are less than 2,000 years old – 
so what was there in the world before them? 
Clearly it was Hinduism. Indeed, Hinduism 
once covered a vast geographical terrain: 
from Kabul to Indonesia, from Kazakhstan 

to Kanya Kumari; but look at it today – it can 
claim a mere 20 per cent of its original sweep. 
Furthermore, Hindus have lost their rivers – 
and therefore water, the lifeblood – to Pakistan, 
Nepal, Bangladesh. You’re a shadow of your 
former self. 

Recovering the former self is also what 
Hindu groups lobbied for in 2005, trying to 
get textbooks used in schools in California to 
make their content more Hindu ‘accurate’. This 
resurgent Hinduism in the diaspora has close 
associations with the ruling BJP and, indeed, 
much of Narendra Modi’s election campaign 
was orchestrated by non-resident Indians.

What does this mean for India, though? 
Where will the actions of a violent fringe – who 

because of the current political 
dispensation feel a sense of impunity 
– and a less violent diaspora, intent 
on capturing cultural and intellectual 
space, leave us in India? The dangers 
are clear: the Prime Minister recently 
made an indirect criticism of court 
judgments that have defended 
freedom of speech, saying the 
judiciary must be careful not to 
be taken in by ‘five-star activists’, 
thus targeting NGOs and others 
who have been fighting against the 

Hinduization of India.
As always with India, there are no easy 

answers. What’s clear, though, is that the 
danger is real and there is no room for 
complacency. We might sit back and say India’s 
diversity is not so easily destroyed. Or we might 
do what India’s civil society has always done: 
fight to protect everything that is good about 
this country – its diversity, its secularism, its 
plurality, its freedom and, indeed, its people. 

Urvashi Butalia is a feminist publisher and writer based in 
India. She is the director of the publishing house Zubaan.
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The renewed 

Hinduization of 

an already very 

Hindu India is a 

project that is 

rapidly gaining 

strength

Indian Muslims shower 

members of militant 

Hindu nationalist group 

Rashtriya Swayamsevak 

Sangh (RSS) with flower 

petals in Bhopal, 

February 2014. The RSS, 

which would like to turn 

India into a completely 

Hindu nation, is the 

parent organization of 

the ruling Bharatiya 

Janata Party (BJP). 
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When I was 15, I knew I was right. The 
world was 6,000 years old, I had a personal 
relationship with God Almighty, and I 
knew his opinions on such diverse matters 
as sexuality, economics and literature. 
When anyone presented me with a counter-
argument or disconfirming evidence, I mostly 
ignored them. It did not matter whether I 
could defeat their argument or explain their 
evidence. I knew the Word of God, so they 
must be wrong. 

The teachers from my Christian school 
would have considered my 
rigid attitude a success. To the 
fundamentalist, faith is certain. This 
is not to say I and my fundamentalist 
friends did not experience doubts 
– we did. For us, though, doubt 
was something to be overcome, a 
temptation sent by Satan to separate 
us from the Lord. The best response 
was to pray.

There are three qualities of fundamentalism 
that put it at odds with most conceptions 
of education. The first is the aspiration to 
certainty. The second is its exclusiveness. To 
its adherents, fundamentalism is not just one 
way to live a flourishing life – it is the only 
way. While unbelievers may claim to enjoy 
their lives, this is ultimately futile, resulting 
only in eternal destruction. This belief in 
hell is the third anti-educational quality of 
fundamentalism. It turns thinking into a risky 
business. If God’s will is known, there is no 
upside to questioning it. At best, we confirm 
what is already known. At worst, we entertain 
doubts that lead to damnation.

The Independent School Standards for 
England require that students receive a 
balanced presentation of opposing political 
views. To those who drafted the Standards, 
this doubtless seemed an unproblematic 
requirement. Politics is a subject about which 
there are a range of acceptable views. An 
adequate education must assist children in 
understanding and evaluating the arguments 
for each and, where appropriate, forming 
well-justified opinions. To the fundamentalist, 
this is anathema. While there are some areas 
where they acknowledge legitimate differences 
of taste and preference, there is a great body 
of law that has been revealed in God’s Word. 
Considering arguments in favour of abortion, 
same-sex marriage or cannabis legalization, 
for example, would simply be to court sin. 
Accelerated Christian Education, the US 
fundamentalist curriculum I studied, refers to 

considering diverse beliefs as ‘the philosophy 
of exposure’, of which it claims:

‘By following the humanistic philosophy of 
exposure, the public education system has left 
numerous children functionally illiterate. In 
addition, many more children are addicted to 
various substances, and literally millions are 
void of the solid Christian values that would 
enable them to live lives full of righteousness, 
peace and joy.’

This conflict of values presents liberal democratic 
societies with a problem. Parents have the 

right to choose for their children an 
education in accordance with their 
values; but education must also include 
such values as respect 
and tolerance for those 
with different beliefs 
and values. But what 
happens when these 
requirements conflict? 

For many people 
with fundamentalist beliefs, 
religion is a foundation that 
enables them to live a flourishing 
life. For me, though, it was 
impossible to live a fulfilling 
life within fundamentalism. 
My education 
deprived me of the 
right to pursue 
happiness. I spent 
my teens fighting 
suicidal urges. 
To my former 
‘educators’, these 
tendencies are 
evidence that I am 
unstable and my 
criticism of their 
schools therefore 
invalid. 

Eventually, my 
parents were so 
concerned by my behaviour they removed me 
to a mainstream school. The culture shock was 
intense. I’d been taught to see non-Christians 
as immoral, so that was what I found. It was 
four years before my mind was prised open 
enough to consider the possibility I might be 
wrong. Currently, fundamentalist schooling is 
still considered a form of education. It would be 
better to think of it as intellectual vandalism. 

Jonny Scaramanga is a PhD student at the UCL Institute 
of Education researching students’ experiences in 
fundamentalist schools.

The miseducation of Jonny Scaramanga
How the cast-iron certainties of his fundamentalist schooling caged his mind.

The belief 
in hell turns 
thinking 
into a risky 
business

A comic strip from an 

Accelerated Christian 

Education schoolbook 

teaches girls body shame 

at an early age.

Becky, you surely are getting tall. 
Mother may need to let the hem 

down on your dress soon. You know, you’re right,  
Sandy. This dress is  
so short. I’ll wear 
another one.

Becky’s dress is getting too 
short, but I don’t want to 
embarrass her.
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Pafla Basuza rides a boda boda, a motorcycle 
taxi, by day and preaches at his village 
Pentecostal church by night and on Sundays. 
Like most evangelists in Uganda, the themes of 
his gospel are recurrent – abortion is murder, 
homosexuals have an assured ticket to hell, 
and poverty is a curse from God resulting from 
these and other such evils. 

Basuza’s message echoes that of US 
rightwing Christians he has never heard of. 
He, however, first heard about the evils of 
homosexuality from his idol, Martin Ssempa. 
Ssempa is a Ugandan anti-gay crusader who is 
inspired, mentored and funded by conservative 
Christian groups from the US – a fact Basuza 
does not know or care about. 

Thanks to the efforts of Ugandan anti-
gay agitators and their overseas funders, 
parliament passed the Anti-Homosexuality 

Act in December 2013. The law, which 
initially proposed the death penalty for some 
homosexual acts, brought the East African 
nation international criticism for being one of 
the most gay-hostile places in the world.

Some of the blame was placed on Western, 
particularly US, evangelists. Critics accused 
them of evoking questionable British colonial 
laws and liaising with local politicians to fan the 
fire of hate against homosexual people – many 
of whom were initially attracted to Pentecostal 
churches because of their lively and liberal style 
of worship.

‘I do not know whether it is the music or 
the mini-skirts, but everybody goes to the 
Pentecostal church. Even we kuchus [as gays 
fondly refer to themselves in Uganda] used 
to pray there,’ says Sandra Ntebi, who heads 
the Ugandan LGBT security task force. Her 

The anti-gay gospel 

The Big Story  FUNDAMENTALISM

Limited by the separation of church and state at home, 
US Christian hardliners are funding the spread of hateful 
religiosity in Africa. PATIENCE AKUMU reports from Uganda.

Not doing the Lord’s 

work: Pastor Martin 

Ssempa (wearing 

spectacles) blesses 

politician David Bahati, 

who introduced 

Uganda’s notorious 

Anti-Homosexuality Bill 

as a Private Member’s Bill 

in 2009. The ceremony 

took place at an anti-gay 

church service at the 

Christianity Focus Centre 

in Kampala’s biggest 

slum, Kisenyi. 
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group became necessary after the anti-gay law 
was passed and media outings, mob justice, 
evictions and other attacks on gay people 
increased.  

‘In church, everywhere, they talked about 
us,’ Ntebi says. ‘The pastor said: “It is your 
neighbour, that homosexual next to you, who is 
responsible for all your problems.” So we had to 
leave church.’

Inspiring hate
According to Kampya John Kaoma, 
who researches sexuality and religion, 
Uganda’s anti-gay law was born out of a 
series of meetings held in Uganda in 2009, 
orchestrated by US Christian conservatives 
like Scott Lively, Don Schmierer, Rick Warren 
and Lou Engel. Kaoma, who attended some 
of the meetings, says they inspired other US 
Christian rightwing groups, like the American 
Center for Law and Justice (founded by 
televangelist Pat Robertson) and Family Watch 
International (a Mormon-led outfit) to extend 
their influence in Africa.

Conservative Christians also directly funded 
David Bahati, the Ugandan MP who originated 
the Anti-Homosexuality Act. Research 
carried out in 2009 and 2012 suggests that 
their African beneficiaries do not necessarily 
appreciate who these rightwing Christians are or 
the dangers of extremism they pose, says Kaoma. 

Kaoma’s work, done under the auspices 
of Political Research Associates, a US-based 
liberal social justice thinktank, chronicles the 
influence of rightwing Christianity on politics 
and human rights in Africa. He points out 
that the US Christian evangelists enjoy a close 
personal relationship with the most influential 
politicians in Uganda, including Janet 
Museveni Kataha, Uganda’s First Lady and MP.

‘They sponsor orphanages, Bible schools, 
universities and social-welfare projects. By 
providing education and small-business 
opportunities, US conservatives have 
convinced Africans that they are the perfect 
partners,’ he says.

They have also convinced their Ugandan 
followers that homosexuals are a threat 
to African traditional values. In the local 
preachers, they find willing cohorts who 
gladly take funding in return for doing what 
they believe is the noble job of protecting 
traditional values. 

Ntebi says that aside from the poverty and 
desperation that lead Ugandans to lap up the 
anti-gay gospel, colonialism and neocolonialism 
have put them in a position where they cannot 
question what a white person says.

‘To us, a white person – a Christian white 
person – is always right. The people believe 
everything that the white man says. That is 
why Scott Lively and his friends have been 
successful in Africa.’

While Uganda’s constitutional court 
annulled the anti-gay law in August 2014, the 
penal code still maintains ambiguous provisions 
on ‘unnatural offences’ that are used to target 
gay people. Frank Mugisha, Executive Director 
of Sexual Minorities Uganda (SMUG), a 
group suing Lively for persecution of sexual 
minorities, says the effect of Uganda’s anti-gay 
campaign is extensive and nearly irreversible. 

Last year, a report by SMUG indicated 
that the passage of the Anti-Homosexuality 
Act had created a ‘virulently homophobic 
atmosphere’ and increased attacks against gays 
by up to 2,000 per cent. Even as Lively and 
other US Christian conservatives now distance 
themselves from Uganda’s anti-gay campaign, 
their incidental protégés, like Basuza, continue 
to fierily preach the gospel they promulgated.

‘It is not hard to see Ssempa is a man 
of God. I like his American accent and his 
polished shoes,’ says Basuza, whose ageing 
coat is covered with a film of dust from riding 
his motorcycle taxi on dirt roads. ‘We all look 
up to him. We all must join him in the fight 
against homosexuality.’ 

Patience Akumu is an award-winning Ugandan 
journalist living in Kampala, specializing in social issues.

Sexual Minorities Uganda: sexualminoritiesuganda.com
Political Research Association: politicalresearch.org

‘The pastor 

said: “It is your 

neighbour, 

that 

homosexual 

next to 

you, who is 

responsible 

for all your 

problems.” 

So we had to 

leave church’

‘Thou Shalt Not Kill’ by French cartoonist Bernard Bouton.

cartoonmovement.com
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In the religion cleverly mislabelled as 
neoliberal economics, it is an article of faith 
that clearly assigned property rights, along with 
fully flexible prices, will allow the Invisible 
Hand – aka the glorious God of all neoliberal 
economists and their faithful believers – to 
direct resources to their most efficient and 
valuable use. Economies bestowed with these 
two virtues of private property and unfettered 
markets are bound to travel the path of glory 
and redemption – the God-given glory of a 
strong, sustainable growth path, with the 
redemption of all economic resources being 
fully employed at all times, barring the possible 
exception of random shocks to supply, like wars 
and pestilence.

The fact that in our actual historical 
experience, economies have often failed to 
travel on a path that even vaguely resembles full 
employment growth, often for long periods of 
time (see Japan since 1989, or the eurozone 
since 2008) is not so hard to explain under 
the theology of neoliberal economics. The 
road to heaven cannot possibly be travelled 
by the less than virtuous. Failure to achieve 
a full employment growth path is always, 
and everywhere, a clear indication of sinful 
behaviour. It is a self-inflicted wound, revealing 
a disgusting lack of discipline and devotion. 

Stagnation, recessions and depressions are 
all the wages of sin – the sin of failing to assign 
property rights clearly, or the sin of failing to 
allow prices to be fully flexible, or the sin of 
allowing governments to spend money in ways 
(and in magnitudes) that private individuals 
would not voluntarily choose on their own. 
Not surprisingly, the IMF recipe for the repair 
of underperforming or imperiled economies 
almost always calls for gallons of deregulation, 
generous helpings of structural reform, and a 
slicing and dicing of government budgets so 
that God, the Almighty Invisible Hand, can do 
his good work on this fallen Earth. 

While it is, of course, mere common sense 
that, for example, a drop in consumer demand 
for orange juice will lead to a decline in the price 
of oranges relative to, say, Tesla cars, it takes a 
true believer in neoliberal theology to expect 

that a decline in the relative price of oranges will 
lead to an equal and offsetting increase in the 
demand for Tesla cars. In addition, it takes even 
greater faith to believe that migrant workers in 
Florida orange groves will nearly instantaneously 
and almost costlessly move to California, to be 
retrained by billionaire entrepreneur Elon Musk 
in electrical vehicle production, such that there 
will be little or no reduction in employment 
or household income flows when the price of 
oranges actually falls.

Helping hands
The yawning gap between these canonical Bible 
stories of faith-based economics and our lived 
experience in real-world economies is so large, 
however, that it strains credulity, even among 
the most faithful. And so the high priests 
of neoliberal economics have admitted that 
God may not always be paying close attention 
to the workings of this world, at least in the 
marketplace. The Almighty Invisible Hand is 
sometimes engaged elsewhere – perhaps off 
creating some adjacent galaxy, or maybe just 

The fantasies of a faith-based neoliberal 
economics laid bare by ROBERT W PARENTEAU.

Worshippers of the 
Almighty Invisible Hand
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temporarily waylaid by an overdue manicure 
appointment, or otherwise overwhelmed 
with the many tasks that come with being the 
Deity. In that case, the God worshipped by 
the neoliberals needs nothing more than a few 
human helping hands. 

These helping hands can only be found at 
central banks, where neoliberal economists 
from the right monasteries with the right 
names (MIT, Stanford, Harvard, Princeton, 
etc) find ample and well-rewarded employment 
as they toil away to perform that most holy act 
of relative price adjustment. The Archimedean 
lever these faithful servants wield to move the 
fallen and sinful economies of the world is 
unbelievably simple. When carefully prescribed 
and defended property rights and flexible prices 
in free markets fail, from time to time, to 
deliver full employment growth, real interest 
rates will surely do the trick.

Armed with the ability to influence real 
interest rates – or the price of borrowing 
money relative to the price of consumer 
goods and services – central banks have all 
they need to shepherd economies back on to 
full-employment growth paths. This magical 
relative price, the real interest rate, will elicit 
just enough investment activity by the business 
sector to match just the amount of saving that 
households would want to set aside at full-
employment income levels. Voilà!

Inspect nearly any newspaper column or 
blog post by the ‘New Keynesian’ economist 
Paul Krugman, or any speech by European 
Central Bank President (and former Goldman 
Sachs employee) Mario Draghi, and you will be 
struck by the deep veneration these high priests 
of the Neoliberal Order hold for the power 
of real interest rates to produce what should 
otherwise be God-given outcomes. The only 
problem is that in reality, rather than in liturgy, 
manipulating the real interest rate has failed to 
elicit the expected investment response from 
the private sector.

Sad captains
Why has the visible hand of central bank 
clergy proven so inept? Since the free-market 
revolution spearheaded by Lady Thatcher and 
Honorary Knight Ronald Reagan, companies 
have been encouraged to be run solely for 
the benefit of their shareholders and, rather 
conveniently, for their shareholding CEOs 
and CFOs. Under the guise of maximizing 
shareholder value über alles, companies have 
been cutting the share of profits that they 
reinvest in tangible plant and equipment. 
Instead, their aim has been to extract the 
largest profits they can, and redistribute 
that income through share repurchases and 
special dividend payouts. By encouraging the 
maximization of free cash flow, and paying 
that cash out to shareholders and corporate 

management teams, the ‘natural’ engine of 
exponential growth in capitalist economies has, 
in other words, been gutted. 

Rather than behaving like the captains of 
industry who previously guided technological 
innovation and pushed labour productivity ever 
higher with the proper reinvestment of profits, 
what we have is the modern equivalent of 
buccaneers on the high seas of commerce, with 
all the extracting, extorting and capturing of 
wealth that entails. Judging by the historically 
low levels of business investment spending 
relative to GDP in mature markets like Japan, 
Britain, the eurozone and the US, there may 
in fact be no level of real interest rates set by 
central banks that is low enough to stimulate 
sufficient private investment for anything 
resembling a full-employment growth path to 
be achieved. 

In addition, a well-established canon of 
high-church neoliberal economics is that, due 
to the infinite grace offered by the Invisible 
Hand, all producers of goods and services 
will be paid nothing less than what their 
contribution to the value of these products is 
worth. If this article of neoliberal faith were 
true, we should observe that the real (that is, 
inflation-adjusted) wage paid to labour moves 
virtually in tandem with labour productivity 
(that is, the output produced per hour of labour 
effort). But such faith is frequently misplaced.

For example, in the US, real wages were 
decoupled from productivity in the mid- to 
late-1970s, a decade of profit squeeze and 
stagflation and increased momentum against 
organized labour. Globalization has further 
eroded this linkage, as transnational firms 
developed the capability to source labour from 
the most desperate corners of the world. If the 
Invisible Hand were ever virtuous in rewarding 
‘each according to their contribution’, this 
may have been only a temporary indulgence 
or oversight, especially once firms discovered 
the joys and benefits of relocating production 
to countries where labour standards were 
considerably looser, or altogether absent.

Neoliberal economics is little more than 
a faith-based discipline meant to justify the 
extractive activities of the heads of this religious 
cult. Over the past three decades, the carnage 
wrought by this faith-based economics has 
become plain for all to see – all except the most 
faithful, who continue to blindly chant their 
TINA mantra – There is No Alternative. It is 
well past time to abandon this pseudo-religious 
charade and to replace the tinny TINA chant 
with AWIP – Another World is Possible; and 
indeed, we are here to build it. 

Robert W Parenteau is a Chartered Financial Analyst, 
sole proprietor of MacroStrategy Edge and a research 
associate of the Levy Economics Institute of Bard College 
in New York.
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Country Profile

The village of Laing Khin in 
Nagaland – one of the remotest areas 
of northwest Burma – has no electricity 
or running water. Yet here the 
grandchildren of the Naga headhunters 
wear T-shirts showing Korean popstar 
Sy, and play football pretending to be 
David Beckham. Their teenage siblings 
perch on $500 Chinese motorbikes, 
wear hunting rifles on their backs 
and text each other on Huawei 
smartphones. Globalization has arrived 
in the farthest corners of the former 
pariah state.

In less than five years, Burma 
has undergone widespread change. 
In November 2010, Aung San Suu 
Kyi was released from house arrest, 
following victory for the military 
government-backed Union Solidarity 
and Development Party in the 
country’s first elections for 20 years 
– elections widely condemned as 
fraudulent. Suu Kyi’s National League 
for Democracy (NLD) won the last 
election in 1990 by a landslide, but 
the result was ignored by the military. 
In 2011, Thein Sein was sworn in as 
president of a new, nominally civilian, 
government. Since then, progress in 
human rights has included the release 
of thousands of political prisoners; a 
ceasefire with ethnic militia groups; 
and abolition of pre-publication media 
censorship. In April 2012, Suu Kyi was 
elected to parliament in a by-election. 
In response, the EU and US suspended 

all non-military sanctions against 
Burma. President Obama became the 
first sitting US president to visit the 
country. Consequently, economic 
growth has skyrocketed, driven by 
surging foreign direct investment, big 
increases in aid, and rising commodity 
exports (primarily oil and gas).

However, Burma’s democratic 
transition still faces many hurdles. In 
November 2014, Suu Kyi criticized the 
US for its excessive optimism about 
Burma’s reforms. The sudden influx 
of foreign capital has led to rising 
prices, with many Burmese priced out 
of living in Rangoon. Infrastructure 
outside economic centres remains 
poor or non-existent, despite frenetic 
building, and impedes basic health and 
education services. Inequality is rising 
as regime cronies benefit from post-
sanctions economic opportunities. 
Rural populations have faced eviction 
to make way for new developments – 
for example, for the Thilawa Special 
Economic Zone, a joint Burmese-
Japanese venture, 24 kilometres 
outside Rangoon. 

Although the Burmese media 
no longer operates under direct 
censorship, the authorities routinely 
harass journalists. In October 2014, 
freelance journalist Aung Kyaw Naing, 
known for his reporting on ethnic 
conflicts, died while in the custody 
of the Tatmadaw (Burmese military). 
Ownership of the new commercial 

media by regime cronies – the only 
ones with capital to invest – acts as a 
restraint on political reporting. Thus 
Burma still ranked 156 out of 175 
countries on the 2014 Corruption 
Perceptions Index (CPI). Human 
Rights Watch, Amnesty International 
and other international observers 
record ongoing human rights abuses 
in Burma, including forced labour and 
the recruitment of thousands of child 
soldiers.

Political turmoil and ethnic conflict 
following the country’s independence 
in 1948 provided the military with its 
original pretext for seizing power. Our 
research suggests that the military will 
again use ethnic strife to justify its hold 
on power before this year’s elections. 
The government has done little to 
stem the growing tide of Buddhist 
extremism – such as the activities of 
the notorious 969 Movement – that 
has increased violence against the 
Rohingya, the Muslim minority in 
western Rakhine State.

The government points to recent 
inter-ethnic riots – such as those in 
Meiktila, Mandalay and Bago – to 
argue that now is not the time to reject 
the stability of military rule. After 
decades of totalitarian oppression, 
corruption, and the regime’s paranoid 
and incompetent handling of the 
emergency response to cyclone Nargis 
in 2008, few Burmese would agree. 

Tina Burrett and Christopher Simons

Burma

Leader: President Thein Sein, a former military 
commander (from March 2011). 
Country name: Burma was renamed Myanmar 
by the military government in 1989. However, 
democracy movements prefer the name Burma. 
Both names have the same linguistic root.
Economy: GNI per capita $3,998, one of the 
lowest in East Asia (Thailand $13,364, UK $35,002).
Monetary unit: Myanmar Kyat (MMK).
Main exports: Oil and natural gas; minerals and 
gems; agricultural products. 
Economic reforms since 2011 have stimulated the 
private sector and foreign direct investment. The 
economy grew by 8.3% in 2013-14, driven mainly 
by construction, manufacturing and services but 
also by agricultural recovery.
Population: 51.4 million (2014 census). People per 
square kilometre 76 (UK 260). Annual population 
growth rate 1990-2013 1%.
Health: Infant mortality rate 40 per 1,000 live 
births (Thailand 11, UK 4). Lifetime risk of maternal 

mortality 1 in 250 (UK 1 in 6,900). HIV prevalence 
rate 0.6%. Burma spends a pitiful 2% of GDP on 
healthcare. Malaria is the leading cause of death; 
TB prevalence is three times the global rate.
Environment: Major problems include 
deforestation, overcultivation of arable land, 
overfishing, and environmental destruction due 
to oil, gas and mineral extraction.
Culture: Burma has over 130 ethnic groups, the 
main ones being Burman 68%, Shan 9%, Karen 
7%, Rakhine 4%, Chinese 3%, Indian 2% and 
Mon 2%. Since 1948, the government has fought 
continually against some minority ethnic groups.  
Religion: Theravada Buddhist 89%, Christian 4% 
(Baptist 3%, Catholic 1%), Muslim 4%, Animist 
1%, other 2%. 
Languages: Burmese (official), but many 
ethnic groups have their own language.  
Human Development Index: 0.524, 
ranked 150 out of 187 (Thailand 0.722, UK 
0.892).
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POLITICS 
In March 2011, a parliamentary government 
replaced the military junta that had ruled 
Burma since 1962. The junta-written 
2008 constitution, however, preserves 
the military’s power. Constitutional 
provisions guarantee the military 25% 
of parliamentary seats. Constitutional 
amendments require approval from more 
than 75% of MPs, giving the military an 
effective veto over any changes. Article 59F 
bars anyone with close foreign relatives 
from becoming president. Aung San Suu 
Kyi, who has two British sons, is leading 
calls for a referendum to remove these 
provisions before the election later this year. 

2005 

Star ratings Last profiled April 2005 NI assessment
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Clockwise from top left: Burmese schoolchildren enjoy a visit to a temple complex in Mrauk U, Rakhine State; night traffic races around the golden 

Sule Paya in downtown Ragoon, increasingly dwarfed by new buildings; a Naga woman stands in front of her home in San Ton Village, Nagaland; a 

woman prays at a temple in Mrauk U, Rakhine State (recently the site of violent ethnic clashes); dusk falls at Shwedagon Pagoda, one of the most 

important Buddhist sites in Burma. Photos by CEJ Simons Photography.
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INCOME DISTRIBUTION 
Economic liberalization is 
exacerbating inequality. Foreign 
and domestic investment 
continues to concentrate in 
urban centres, while over two-
thirds of the population live in 
rural communities. 2005 

LIFE EXPECTANCY 
Life expectancy is 65 years, 
up from 57 when last profiled 
(Thailand 74, UK 81). 2005 

POSITION OF WOMEN 
Some improvement but cultural 
barriers to women’s participation 
remain high. Sexual violence 
and trafficking are significant 
problems in conflict and border 
areas.  2005 

FREEDOM 
Human rights remain poor 
despite some noteworthy 
reforms. The army has targeted 
civilians during the ongoing 
conflict with the Kachin that has 
killed thousands.  2005 

LITERACY 
According to UNICEF, 92.7% 
of adults are literate, but the 
accuracy of this is disputed. 
Primary education is mandatory 
but 12% of eligible children are 
out of school. 2005 

SEXUAL MINORITIES  
Same-sex sexual activity is 
punishable by prison terms 
from 10 years to life. Gay pride 
celebrations took place in 
several cities in 2012.   2005 
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Argument

Simon
Eating too much meat is unsustainable: 
industrial livestock farming is an inefficient way 
to produce food and has a heavy impact upon 
the environment.

But a proportion of the meat and dairy 
products we eat is a by-product of agricultural 
systems designed to produce grains and other 
vegetable staples – what I call ‘default meat’. 
This includes: livestock fed on crop residues, 
food-processing waste and consumer food 
waste; ruminants foraging land unsuitable for 
cultivation, whose role, in an organic system, 
is to harvest nutrients and deposit them on 
arable land; ruminants grazing on leguminous 
grassland which is the fertility-enhancing 
part of an organic rotation; livestock fed on 
the surplus of grains which it is necessary to 
produce in most years to guarantee sufficient 
food for all in the worst year.

My estimate is that nearly half the meat and 
dairy currently produced in the world is default 
meat. The Canadian professor Vaclav Smil 
reckons it is considerably more than half.

In the community where I live, we feed about 
25 people a day. Our two cows, grazing mostly 
on land unsuitable for cultivation, provide a large 
amount of our protein, fat and calories, plus 

manure for vegetables and potatoes. Though 
we are a vegetarian community, we keep pigs 
to eat the whey and food waste, and so keep 
rats away. The pigs produce about 250 kilos of 
meat per year, or 10 kilos per person, which we 
sell locally. That fat and protein comes not from 
soy and palm oil imported from the tropics, but 
mostly from the grass that grows around us. 
That’s what I call sustainable.

James
The non-industrial micro-food system that 
Simon describes is an impressively sustainable 
way to produce dairy and meat – for 25 people. 
How to scale that system to feed billions of 
humans in a rapidly globalizing market economy 
strikes me as the more relevant challenge.

Sustainably meeting that challenge – with 
humans consuming as few natural resources 
as possible to produce a healthy supply of 
food – will require ending all forms of animal 
domestication to clear space and recover the 
resources to sustain edible plants.

Livestock currently makes this hard to do. 
Animal agriculture uses 40 per cent of the 
earth’s arable land; accounts for 40 per cent 
of the world’s methane output (which is a 
greenhouse gas 23 times more powerful than 
carbon) and 66 per cent of the world’s nitrous 
oxide output (300 times more powerful); uses 
excessive amounts of water (75 per cent in the 
American West); and requires humans to view 
10 billion sentient animals a year as inanimate 
objects.

A mass transition to the more humane 
system that Simon describes would come with 
intractable problems. Grass-fed cattle generate 
more (to the tune of 50 per cent) greenhouse 
gas than their industrially confined, soy/corn-
fed counterparts; droughts – look at California 
– require the importation of silage that’s more 
water intensive than either corn or soy (alfalfa 
is California’s most water-intensive crop!); and 
the land required per pastured animal is often 
unsustainable – hundreds of acres per cow in 
parts of the US.

As long as we’re dreaming big, it makes 
more sense to replace livestock with a carefully 
managed agricultural model that produces 
plants for people to eat.

Simon
I’m not proposing scaling up from two cows, 
but scaling down from the system that already 
exists – reducing meat consumption by perhaps 
50 per cent globally – so there is clearly 
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There is no known culture or tribe that totally 
abstains from animal products – it would be wasteful 
and foolish not to eat meat that is a byproduct of any 
agricultural system

Can eating meat and dairy 
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ecological space to do that. I agree it will be a 
challenge to persuade people to eat less meat, 
but not as much of a challenge as persuading 
them to eat none at all, as you advocate.

Methane is a more powerful greenhouse 
gas than carbon, but it disappears from the 
atmosphere quicker: carbon remains stable 
for much longer. This means that a relatively 
small reduction in methane emissions (the 
Intergovernmental Panel on Climate Change 
says ‘less than 30 per cent’, other sources 
estimate around 10 per cent) would stabilize 
the amount of methane in the atmosphere 
at current levels. By contrast, it will take an 
over 80-per-cent reduction in carbon dioxide 
emissions to stabilize carbon in the atmosphere.

In theory then, halving livestock’s 
40-per-cent share of methane emissions 
would stabilize methane in the atmosphere. 
However, eliminating cattle from grasslands 
would not be a reliable way of reducing 
methane because they may be replaced by bison, 
wildebeest, antelopes, termites, rotting grass or 
bush fires – all of which also produce methane.

It would be more reliable to eliminate the 30 
per cent of anthropogenic methane emissions 
caused by fossil-fuel extraction, since this 
methane would then stay safely underground. 
Since we have to stop using fossil fuels anyway 
because they cause about 70 per cent of all 
greenhouse gas emissions, the methane caused 
by livestock is a secondary problem now, and 
even less of a problem if we reduce livestock 
levels by half.

James
You hinge your methane reduction forecast 
on the premise that humans should eat 50 
per cent less meat, noting that this reduction, 
while difficult to achieve, is more realistic than 
forgoing meat altogether.

I disagree. Human history is replete with 
examples of societies abandoning once-
habituated practices that eventually contradicted 
the ideals of civilized society. Slavery, laws of 
coverture, child labour, bear-baiting and eating 
Twinkies come to mind. Certain behaviours 
lend themselves to an all-or-nothing response 
better than others. Eating meat is one of those 
behaviours.

In the United States, we’ve seen a small 
reduction in meat consumption. But meat 
production has increased because of access 
to foreign – largely Asian – markets. One can 
identify non-industrial options – pastured 
beef – and argue that this pricier alternative 

has lowered meat consumption. But that’s 
only true for a privileged sliver of consumers. 
Globally, what determines consumption among 
mainstream consumers is price, and industrial 
producers always win there.

Point being: if we do not morally 
problematize the whole idea of domestic animal 
agriculture, cheap meat will always prevent the 
50-per-cent reduction you advocate for.

Finally, to clarify: I’m not opposed to eating 
animals. I’m opposed to eating domesticated 
animals. Humans have only been at agriculture 
for a tiny fraction of our history. We’ve only 
been domesticating creatures for food for several 
thousand years. Why do we think we’d ever get 
it right the first time around? Who’s to say that 
this was not a monumental mistake – perhaps the 
biggest we’ve ever made as a species?

These are questions that can push us 
fundamentally to rethink agriculture, rather 
than tinkering with percentages.

Simon
I agree that the surest way of limiting meat 
consumption is the traditional way, through 
moral strictures or ritual taboos. However, 
there is no known culture or tribe that totally 
abstains from animal products – the reason 

We’ve only been domesticating creatures for food for 
several thousand years. Who’s to say that this was not 
a monumental mistake – perhaps the biggest we’ve 
ever made as a species?
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being that it would be wasteful and foolish not 
to eat the default meat that is a byproduct of 
any agricultural system.

What we do find are cultures where some 
classes of people are allowed to eat meat and 
others aren’t, either all or part of the time. 
The classic example is India, where cows 
(whose primary purpose is to produce oxen 
for ploughing) are ‘sacred’, upper castes are 
vegetarian, and the beef, which is an inevitable 
byproduct, is reserved for outcasts, who deserve 
it because they do all the work.

The spread of a vegan ethic is one promising 
way of reducing meat consumption; but it doesn’t 
want to be universal because that would be 
wasteful and deleterious to organic husbandry.

I can foresee a time when people who live in 
cities, detached from the land, unaccustomed 
to demanding physical work, and used to 
consuming processed food, find it easy to buy 
into a vegan ethic. I don’t see this happening 
in the countryside, where rearing livestock 
is integral to the production of crops and 
the management of land. We don’t just like 
properly reared meat; we honour it, because we 
know how much of the natural environment it 
encapsulates, and the human endeavour that 
goes into working the land.

James
We must draw distinctions. A critical one to 
draw is between the world as it now exists and 
the world as we want it to be.

In the world as it now exists, I’d say Simon 
and I generally agree that animals should only 
be consumed on the margins. What I mean 
is that we both seem to share an opposition 

to industrial animal agriculture and, possibly, 
even the smaller, pasture-based alternatives as 
they now operate.

We also appear to agree that there might 
be room for eating animal products under 
relatively rare circumstances. Simon points to 
the avoidance of waste for people living in the 
country. If animals were incorporated into a 
system to harvest their manure and benefit 
from their hoof-print action for the entirety of 
their lives, and then eaten at death, I wouldn’t 
disagree with this waste-driven rationale for 
animal consumption.

That, in addition to perhaps eating insects 
and roadkill, would foster a move away from 
animal agriculture as we know it, while 
avoiding the admittedly alienating message 
that comes with strict veganism.

We could be ‘vegamish’.
And then there’s the world as we want 

it to be. My sense is that Simon prefers to 
look backwards (without romanticism) and 
revive what has worked in the past for rural 
communities.

I prefer to look ahead, at a rapidly urbanizing 
global population, and envision a technology-
driven food system that accommodates this 
demographic. I suppose, like a lot of food 
debates, this differing perspective is more a 
reflection of personal temperament than being 
right or wrong, which no-one will ever be on a 
matter this complicated. 

What do YOU think?
Tell us on: newint.org/argument/latest
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Emrah Arikan from Turkey 
with ‘Sustainable Finance’.

Has the financial crisis provided 
us with valuable lessons on how 
to create a sustainable financial 
system, or are we still heading for 
a meltdown?
Emrah Arikan is based in the 
Turkish capital, Ankara, where 
he studied public administration 
at Gazi University. He has had 
12 cartoon exhibitions but is 
currently working for a bank.

Open Window
Each month we 
showcase the work of 
a different cartoonist 
– in collaboration with 
cartoonmovement.com



The time may soon be coming when 
Americans are finally ready to stop 
‘playing Indian’.

But it hasn’t come easy.
In the past year, efforts pressuring 

the Washington Redskins professional 
football franchise to change its name 
have made significant headway, with 
Native Americans rallying under the 
slogan #NotYourMascot.

In 2014, 50 US Senators signed a 
letter to the National Football League 
commissioner arguing that the sport 
can no longer ‘perpetuate the use of 
this name as anything but what it is: a 
racial slur’.

The US Patent and Trademark 
Office agreed. Last summer, it moved 
to cancel the Redskins’ trademark 
registrations, endangering millions of 
dollars in merchandizing revenue. The 
team’s appeal against this decision is 
pending, with a high court set to rule 
this summer.

Regardless of the outcome, the case 
has drawn renewed public attention 
to the issue. California is now 
considering a ban on using ‘Redskins’ 
as a team name by public schools in 
the state, and the Associated Press 
may list it as an offensive slur in its 
stylebook for journalists.

Defenders of the Washington 
team name insist that ‘redskins’ is 
a term of ‘honour and respect’. Yet 
organizations such as the National 
Congress of American Indians have 
begged to differ, passing resolutions 
calling for change.

‘The argument has always been the 
same,’ leading activist Suzan Shown 
Harjo explained to the Washington 
Post.

‘“We are honoring you,” they say.’
‘“No, you’re not,” we reply.’
‘“Shut up,” they say.’
Let’s give the defenders of the 

‘Redskins’ franchise the benefit of 
the doubt. The great majority of 
them likely have no racist intent. 
They are loyal fans who have positive 
associations with their team’s name 
and are reluctant to give up a deep-
rooted tradition.

Even so, these holdouts are simply 
not listening to Native Americans 
who say that seeing people paint 
their faces red, put on feathered 

head-dresses, give impassioned ‘war 
whoops’, or demonstrate their best 
‘tomahawk chops’ are hardly behaving 
respectfully.

Instead, such fans are tapping into 
a long tradition of racial stereotyping 
and degradation.

Into the early 1900s, Americans 
were enamoured with live ‘Wild 
West Shows’. Like later film and TV 
Westerns, these depicted indigenous 
people either as noble savages or 
vicious warriors who threatened 
innocent (read: White) settlers on the 
prairie frontier. Native Americans were 
treated more as museum pieces than 
members of living communities.

As author Carol Spindel writes, 
the idea that ‘American Indians 
would disappear like dinosaurs’ 
became embedded in national 
mythology. In dubious homage, kids 
were encouraged to ‘play Indian’, 
mimicking native songs and dances.

‘Thrilled by the Wild West 
performances,’ Spindel explains, 
‘college boys and Boy Scouts emulated 
the showbiz Indians when they 
created Indian sports mascots, many 
of which date from the 1920s.’

Lingering behind all this was an 
often-murderous racism. Examining 
the history of ‘redskins’ as a racial 
moniker, the BBC recently quoted an 
1863 advertisement from a Minnesota 
newspaper. ‘The state reward for dead 
Indians,’ it read, ‘has been increased 

to $200 for every redskin sent to 
purgatory.’

Across the US, the number of 
teams named the ‘Chiefs’, ‘Savages’, 
‘Indians’ and ‘Braves’ has declined 
dramatically, but America has yet to 
truly reckon with its oppression of the 
continent’s indigenous groups.

In 2010, Congress issued an 
official ‘apology to Native Peoples of 
the United States’. It acknowledged 
‘the many instances of violence, 
maltreatment and neglect inflicted 
on Native peoples’. Yet, as historian 
Jennifer Guiliano notes, the ‘apology’ 
also contained an official disclaimer: 
‘Nothing in this section authorizes or 
supports any legal claims against the 
United States’, it read.

Guiliano further notes that Native 
Americans continue to face alarming 
levels of unemployment, poverty, 
alcoholism, diabetes and infant 
mortality.

Justice requires atonement and 
recompense that goes far beyond 
dropping racist names from sports 
teams. But respect for those who 
insist, ‘I am not your mascot’ is 
a preliminary – and overdue – 
concession. 

Mark Engler, a senior analyst with Foreign 
Policy In Focus, is currently writing a book 
about the evolution of political nonviolence. 
He can be reached via the website 
DemocracyUprising.com
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Delone
by Sacri Cuori (Glitterbeat Records, 024 
CD/LP/download)

Led by guitarist and producer 
Antonio Gramentieri, Sacri Cuori 
(Sacred Heart) is an Italian band that 

hovers, consciously and deliberately, 
on the fringes of nostalgia. Guitars 
and zithers twang; when songs 
appear, they are voiced by breathy 
divas and the shades of never-
conceived compositions by Ennio 
Morricone and Nino Rota float 

through the soundscapes of Delone. 
It is, in fact, an Italian record, for an 
Italy that never existed outside of the 
colour-drenched film-studio fantasies 
of the country.

All of this artifice makes Delone 
somehow much more real than it 
should be: it’s an album suffused 
in the same golden light that Ry 
Cooder brought to the original 
recordings of the Buena Vista Social 
Club. The music is fantastic: it ranges 
from clipped jazz and swing to the 
brilliant anthem, ‘Delone’, sung by 
Carla Lippis, an Australian singer 
of Italian heritage. Leading a band 
heavy on vintage instruments (Moog 
and Hammond keyboards, muted 
brass, maracas and guitars with a 
propensity for tremolo) Gramentieri 
has enlisted some heavyweight 
collaborators to pull off the mirage. 
New York No Wave stars John Lurie 
and James Chance drop in; so do 
guitarists Marc Ribot, Hugo Race 
and David ‘Los Lobos’ Hidalgo. 
The dreamy, sensuousness of it all is 
utterly beguiling.

  LG
sacricuori.com

From Kinshasa
by Mbongwana Star (World Circuit 
WCD91 CD/download)

Arising from the original line-up 
of the extraordinary Kinshasa band 
Staff Benda Bilili, the seven-piece 
Mbongwana Star has chosen its name 
well. ‘Mbongwana’ means change, 
and it’s quite possibly this factor that 
songwriter/vocalist Coco Ngambali 
and Theo Nzonza want to stress in its 
first full-length release.

So what makes From Kinshasa 
different from the output of Staff 
Benda Bilili, the rumba-inflected 
band with two hit albums and a talent 
for bricolage (literally and musically) 
matched only by its Congotronics 
friends over at Konono No 1? At first, 
it’s difficult to pinpoint: Mbongwana 
Star has the same emphasis on 
percussion and on repeating guitar 
motifs that tug at your feet. But then 
it hits you: there is a real rawness to 
this album and that adds to its sense 
of urgency. The band work through 

this in various ways: ‘Masobéle´’, 
for example, is pure Afrobeat, with 
its riveting guitar riff and call-and-
response vocals with run-out that’s 
a pure soul chorus; on ‘Suzanna’, 
the bass is so over-recorded that it 
threatens to burst loudspeakers and 

eardrums. Both tactics are reminders 
of the street-music beginnings of 
Ngambali, as well as an indication of 
the passion and verve that fuels this 
music.

  LG
mbongwanastar.com

Mixed Media

From the streets of Kinshasa 

– the passion, verve and 

urgency of Mbongwana Star.

Sacri Cuori, conjuring 

an Italy that never was.
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The Tribe (132 minutes) 
written and directed by Myroslav 
Slaboshpytskiy

This inventive take on bleak Eastern 
European realism sticks in the mind. 
Disturbingly.

It’s the story of a teenager, Sergey, 
new to a deaf school, who is physically 
strong, can stand up for himself but 
is co-opted by a gang that bullies and 
steals from other students. He soon 
graduates to bigger things – security 
for girls pimped out to drivers at a 

lorry park. Sergey’s feelings, though, 
get in the way when he falls for one 
of the girls. He doesn’t like what 
she does, and, when a school official 
organizes her removal to Italy for full-
time prostitution, Sergey tries to stop 
her leaving.

The Tribe is tense, explicit 
and violent, its impact all the 
stronger for its naturalism. Students 
communicate only in Ukrainian sign 
language and gestures, making us 
more aware of sound, and, crucially, 
facial expression, posture, movement. 
It makes us look at people and what’s 
going on inside them.

Mostly it’s staggeringly callous – 
the gang is brutal, and adults are on 
the make and pitiless. The exceptions 
are Sergey, and Anya, who is naïve 
and can’t resist a fashionable T-shirt. 
This is a story about criminal gangs 
– and a metaphor for pre-Maidan 
Ukraine. The moments of tenderness 
are excruciatingly sad, and the ending, 
with its use of sound, unforgettable.

  ML

Rare moments of tenderness 

in The Tribe from Ukraine.

The Supreme Price (75 minutes)
directed by Joanna Lipper

Is Nigeria inescapably corrupt, violent 
and undemocratic? Joanna Lipper’s doc 
challenges cynicism by showing that, 
simmering under, there’s a committed 
women-led movement to overturn the old 
ways of vote-rigging, coups, theft of oil 
revenues, political violence and executions.

Lipper focuses on Hafsat Abiola, 
founder of KIND, the Kudirat Initiative for 
Democracy, named after her assassinated 
mother, Kudirat. Murdered in a Lagos 
demonstration three years after the 
imprisonment of her husband, Moshood 
Abiola, winner of the 1993 elections, she 
had led strikes and marches in a campaign 
for democracy and for his release. The film 
makes superb use of news footage, outlining 
the story of military rule and misappropriated 
wealth, and, while the oil flows, British and 
US government indifference.

Within a few weeks of the death of 
head of state General Abacha in 1998, 
Moshood Abiola also dies in mysterious 
circumstances. In the following year, the 
former military ruler Olusegun Obasanjo 
again becomes head of state – after elections 
widely condemned as ‘unfree and unfair’. 

This year, for the first time ever in the 55 
years since independence, Nigeria’s sitting 
president – Goodluck Jonathan – has 
conceded defeat in an election.

Hafsat Abiola is, like her mother, 
impressive and committed, returning 
from exile in 1999 and now living 
apart from her British husband and 
children, who live in Europe. The film 
doesn’t gloss over the Abiola history 
– her father built alliances throughout 
Nigeria through influential marriages 
and mistresses and had over 50 children. 
Her affable older brother tells us that the 
Qur’an forbids women holding positions of 
power – patriarchy holds sway.

It’s an alluring film, but it does 
leave unanswered questions. How 
influential is KIND? How far 
does it challenge existing 
power structures? But 
there are fascinating 
insights into 
Africa’s largest 
economy and most 
populous country.

  ML

FILM

Hope for Nigeria? Joanne Lipper’s doc focused on Hafsat 

Abiola (below), inspired by her murdered mother.



This short, densely argued book by two academics is a study 
of the impact of neoliberal political policies on the general 
health and wellbeing of the populace at large. Drawing on 
their own research and that of others across Britain, Europe 
and the United States, the authors argue that austerity, 
privatization, welfare cuts and employment deregulation have 
a massive detrimental effect on the health of ordinary people.

Focusing on four sectors of study – obesity, stress, austerity 
and inequality – Schrecker and Bambra contend that the 
ideological imperative underpinning social policy in these areas 
constitutes what they call ‘neoliberal epidemics’. They justify 
their use of the emotive word ‘epidemic’ with the argument 
that, since the 1980s we have seen a rapid transmission of 
austerity politics across borders and through continents at a 
rate analogous to that of biological contagions.

In their final chapter, the authors argue that the mantra of 
‘no alternative to neoliberal austerity’ is palpable nonsense, and 

the notion that, in the quest for the 
grail of ‘deficit reduction’, the pain 
is equally shared is a monstrous lie. 
Schrecker and Bambra’s assessment 
is stark and inescapable; ‘the impacts 
[of austerity policies] are falling 
disproportionately on the poorest 
and most vulnerable, while others 
continue to be insulated from the 
impacts of crisis.’ It is hard to argue 
with their conclusion that this 
engineered political crisis requires a political solution in the 
form of a revitalized and social democratic welfare state and a 
mobilization of collectivism and solidarity to oppose and bring 
to an end the neoliberal epidemic.

  PW
palgrave.com

Angela Readman’s Don’t 
Try This at Home is a 
curious experience. It starts 
in a quirky, surreal way: ‘I cut 
my boyfriend in half’ is the 
opening line of the first story, 
which gives the book its name. 
However, it quickly turns into 
a poignant, subtle exploration 
of relationships and heartache.

While the first of the short 
stories focuses on a marriage 
breaking down, it’s another 

relationship which the book explores in greater detail: that 
of mothers and their children. Most stories paint a complex, 

multi-layered picture of motherhood and are peppered with 
figures abandoned and abandoning, saddened, despairing, 
loving, embittered; life getting in the way of what might be 
supposed to be a straightforward role.

Most of Readman’s stories are heartbreakingly sad, but 
touched with a humour and a life all of their own. Her 
characters range from a wolf-like girl, to a witch, to a teenage 
mother; but really, it’s our deepest, most hidden feelings she’s 
exploring. It’s life as we know it imagined in startling shapes 
and colours, where images show what’s too hard to say and 
often too hot to feel. Nothing is lost through this substitution 
of words with visual metaphors – indeed, we are all the more 
affected by it.

CM
andotherstories.org

Sharon Millar’s lyrical debut 
short-story collection gives us 
achingly pin-sharp snapshots of 
contemporary Trinidadian life, 
both urban and rural; from the 
affluent and pampered elite to 
the dirt poor underclass, the 
god fearing and law abiding to 
the criminal drug lords.

Millar’s stories speak 
of families torn asunder 
by poverty and crime, and 
struggling to come to terms 
with disasters both natural 
and human-made. Difficult 
births and violent deaths are 

recurrent themes in her tales. ‘The Dragonfly’s Tail’ tells 
of a desperate mother’s search for the body of her drug-

dealing son, murdered by the police, and ‘The Hat’ traces 
the unexpected consequences of a botched kidnapping. 
In the standout story of the collection, ‘Trotsky’s Mouth’, 
the sister of a man who has killed his American wife tries 
to reach some sort of reconciliation with the murdered 
woman’s parents.

Such thumbnail descriptions may leave the impression 
of unremitting bleakness of tone but Sharon Millar leavens 
the mix with a prose style that is cool yet sympathetic 
and she does not pass judgment on the character or 
actions of her protagonists. Her descriptions of the plants 
and animals of the Trinidadian landscape are rich and 
evocative, adding depth and perspective to the lives of 
her characters. The Whale House is a highly promising 
collection from a fresh and vibrant new voice in Caribbean 
literature.

  PW
peepaltree.com
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S Don’t Try This at Home
by Angela Readman (&other stories, ISBN 9781908276520)

How Politics Makes Us Sick
by Ted Schrecker and Clare Bambra (Palgrave Macmillan, ISBN 9781137463098)

The Whale House
by Sharon Millar (Peepal Tree Press, ISBN 9781845232498)

Mixed Media
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Also out there...

MUSIC  Beirut’s Yasmine and Zeid Hamdan (above) were once 
Soapkills, a late 1990s duo that drew from Arabic musics, trip hop 
and electronica. They released three albums before going their 
separate ways: The Best of Soapkills (Crammed Discs) is exactly 
what it says it is, and you would be hard pressed to find a more 
fascinating or rewarding compilation. 

Kanaku y el Tigre are actually Nico Saba and Bruno Bellatin, 
two well-listened Peruvian musicians who know enough about 
vintage psychedelia to reinvent it for their ends. Quema, Quema, 
Quema – ‘Burn, Burn Burn’ – (Strut/Tiger Milk Records) is a melodic 
and marvellously airy affair.

It was rumoured earlier this year that Neil Young’s new album 
was going to target the bullying, litigious and much-hated GM 
giant we featured in the April issue of the New Internationalist. And 
he’s done it: The Monsanto Years is released in June and with tracks 
like ‘Seeds’ and ‘Too Big to Fail’ it’s likely to be the kind of product-
placement the company would rather not have. He’ll be going on 
tour with it in the US in July. 

BOOKS  In recent months, the word ‘austerity’ – and the political 
movement against it –has gained a renewed currency and energy. 
And there’s a good crop of books to keep you informed. Donatella 
della Porta’s Social Movement in Times of Austerity (Polity), 
written by one of the foremost theorists of social movements, 
is at the more academic end. Austerity: the great failure by 

Florian Schui (Yale University Press), now out in paperback, gives 
an entertaining and historical perspective. While Austerity: The 
demolition of the welfare state and the rise of the zombie 
economy by Scriptonite Daily blogger and activist Kerry-Anne 
Mendoza is published by New Internationalist, so we can’t really 
say all the great things we’d love to say about it… But we can 
mention it’s flying off the shelves! And finally, Penguin have 
published John Maynard Keynes: The Essential Keynes, that 
dazzling and pioneering critic of neoliberalism who proved that 
spending for the broader social and economic good works.

FILM  In Gente de Bien, by Colombian director Franco Lolli, a 
fitfully employed Bogotá carpenter and oddjobber with a 12-year-
old son struggles to scrape a living. The boy resents his mother’s 
desertion to work abroad, and his father’s grotty, cramped lodging 
room. When his dad takes him along to a job at a university 
lecturer’s home, he likes the trendy hand-me-down clothes she 
gives him, but he doesn’t fit in with her son’s friends. This is a 
simmering, unvarnished, memorable picture of the privileged and 
the working poor; of ideas of what’s normal and acceptable, of 
have and have-not. 

Made by her daughter Stéphanie, Argerich warmly and frankly 
portrays the great classical pianist, Martha Argerich, and the cost 
of creative self-assertion. The difficulty in the pre-feminist 1960s of 
being a mother and a high-profile performer mangles family life 
and relationships. Performing aged nine, she has her life in music; 
and another which she often talks of as ‘bizarre’, as if life events 
happened to someone else.

Headscarves and Hymens:
Why the Middle East Needs a Sexual Revolution
by Mona Eltahawy (Weidenfeld and Nicolson, ISBN– 978-0-297-60900-1)

REVIEWS EDITOR: Vanessa Baird email: vanessab@newint.org

Reviewers: Louise Gray, Malcolm Lewis, Cristiana Moisescu, 
Peter Whittaker

STAR RATING
EXCELLENT    VERY GOOD   GOOD    FAIR    POOR

There’s nothing inherently wrong with 
Mona Eltahawy’s book – it just doesn’t 
quite reach its potential. While it covers all 
the right areas – FGM, domestic violence, 
rape, women as second-class citizens – it 
reads too much like a collection of lengthy 
opinion pieces rather than a cohesive 
whole.

There are generalizations which grate, 
and a subtly unsympathetic tone towards 
those who have yet to see the truth of 
feminism. There’s also controversy, such 
as when she advocates for the niqab ban 
in France, knowing full well that the 
ban comes out of a place of racism and 
xenophobia.

Her writing really comes together when 
she’s talking about her own fears and 
struggles with being a woman in a Muslim 
country (first Saudi Arabia, then Egypt). It’s 
there that difficult issues such as veiling and 
sexuality truly acquire the much-needed 
complexity they lack elsewhere in the book.

Headscarves and Hymens is useful 
for those who are new to the situation of 
women in the Middle East, as it’s a good 
overview of the main social issues affecting 
the region. However, anyone who wants to 
explore these in more depth had better look 
elsewhere.

  CM
orionbooks.co.uk

Franco Lolli’s

Gente de Bien
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On a chilly Monday morning in March, 
Russian troops awoke to a surprise week-long 
military drill ordered by President Vladimir 
Putin. The aim? To test the readiness of 38,000 
paratroopers, 41 ships, 15 submarines and 110 
jets and choppers to counter threats in the 
Arctic.

Welcome to the new frontier, where Russian 
officers are mastering the art of warfare in the 
frozen depths of the Arctic.

Climate change is creating this new 
battleground. As global temperatures increase, 
annual Arctic ice coverage is slowly melting 
away. Sea-ice thickness is down 65 per cent 
since 1975.

With the opening of these polar waters 
comes the lure of new oil and gas resources, 
minerals to exploit and shorter trade routes to 
navigate. Last year alone, 440 ships crossed the 
Bering Strait, up from 250 in 2013. Over the 

next decade it is predicted that vessels in the 
area will increase by 200 to 275 per cent.

The world is poised to take advantage of the 
North’s resources. Currently, around 10 per 
cent of global oil production and a quarter of 
gas production takes place in the Arctic – 97 
per cent of this comes from onshore fields in 
Russia and Alaska.

‘We have an ironic situation here, do we 
not?’ said Democratic Senator Al Franken 
during a March hearing on economic 
and strategic opportunities in the Arctic. 
‘Where the burning of fossil fuels is creating 
opportunities to find more fossil fuels to burn.’

The Arctic is estimated to hold almost a 
quarter of the world’s remaining untapped 
oil and gas reserves, with about 100 billion 
barrels of oil and 35 trillion cubic metres of gas 
trapped below the icy surface.

‘In response to the opening up of new areas 
of the Arctic Ocean and the riches many think 
these waters will hold, jockeying for position 
and political gamesmanship is becoming 
more common,’ explains Ben Ayliffe, head of 
Greenpeace’s Arctic oil campaign, which calls 
for the creation of a global sanctuary in the 
uninhabited area around the North Pole. ‘In 
fact, what we’re seeing is in many ways a bit 

The
Arctic 
carve-up
The next Cold War could be looming, with 
nations staking a claim on the not-so-
frozen north – and the oil and gas deposits 
it contains. KYLA MANDEL reports.

Canada’s Prime Minister 

Stephen Harper (second 

right), here talking to 

Chief of Defence Staff 

Walt Natynczyk, is keen 

to defend the country’s 

frozen assets.
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like a game. As soon as one nation makes a 
move to beef up its military force in the Arctic, 
others have to respond or risk being perceived 
as falling behind.’

Ayliffe continues: ‘Global warming, which is 
causing the Arctic to warm twice as quickly as 
any other part of the planet, is without doubt the 
main driver of the change now intensifying the 
potential for disputes at the top of the world.’

Frozen assets
With the longest stretch of Arctic coastline, 
Russia is perhaps the loudest in defending 
its frozen assets. In 2013, it re-established a 
permanent military presence in the Arctic. 
It has reopened Soviet-era military bases 
and begun construction on a missile early-
warning radar. Its new Arctic brigades may 
even be rewarded with free homes in Crimea 
to compensate for working in the inhospitable 
tundra.

Last December, Putin instituted a revised 
military doctrine, which, for the first time, 
named the protection of national interests 
in the Arctic among the main priorities for 
its armed forces in times of peace. A federal 
commission for developing the Arctic has also 
been set up. Headed by Deputy Prime Minister 
Dmitry Rogozin – who also oversees the 
country’s military and recently made headlines 
when he tweeted ‘The Arctic is Russian Mecca’ 
– the commission will co-ordinate on all socio-
economic, political and military issues.

Russia’s Arctic activities and strong rhetoric 
come as part of a broader effort to assert 
its military might in response to increased 
NATO activity near its borders. This is what 
distinguishes recent moves to militarize the 
Arctic from past activities, argues Ayliffe: 
‘After the annexation of the Crimea and the 
seemingly endless conflict dragging on in 
eastern Ukraine, tensions between Russia and 
the Western world are more acute than they 
have been since the Cold War.

‘We’re seeing a reflection of this being played 
out above the Arctic Circle, where pre-existing 
stresses over sovereignty, oil and gas reserves, 
new shipping routes and so on occur against a 
backdrop of growing mistrust and entrenching 
of positions between Russia and the West. It 
adds a degree of frisson that we’ve not seen 
before.’

In response, Sweden, Norway, Finland, 
Denmark and Iceland recently announced 
increased solidarity and closer defence ties with 
the Baltic states to increase regional security. 
But European nations aren’t the only ones 
preparing defences. Canada, the US and even 
Britain are all looking north.

Throughout the 1990s, the Canadian navy 
exiled itself from the Arctic; ships laden with 
thousands of litres of fuel were not allowed to 
pass through these waters due to the risk of 

pollution and oil spills. But in 2002 the navy 
redeployed there following Inuit reports of 
suspicious sightings in Arctic waters that caused 
concern about what the Russians were up to. 
Since 2008, the Canadian military has been 
routinely deploying a counter-intelligence team 
during its Arctic exercises to guard against 
possible spying and terrorism in the region.

These ominous signs of a new Cold War 
have led to the Royal Canadian Navy releasing 
plans for the development of its Arctic/
Offshore Patrol Ships. The $3.5-billion deal 
will see the creation of at least five ships capable 
of cutting through metre-thick ice, with the 
first to be deployed in 2018.

Use it or lose it
Climate change is clearly raising the stakes. 
Canada, said Prime Minister Stephen Harper, 
‘has a choice when it comes to defending our 
sovereignty over the Arctic. We either use it or 
lose it. And make no mistake; this government 
intends to use it.’

The US also continues to reaffirm its 
commitment to maintaining a military presence 
in the Arctic as it takes over the chair of the 
Arctic Council this year. Secretary of Defense 
Ash Carter has argued that the Arctic should 
be included in the nation’s defence budget. 
‘The Arctic is going to be a place of growing 
strategic importance,’ he said. ‘The Russians 
are active there.’

Non-Arctic states are also eager to get 
involved. The House of Lords released a 
Select Committee Report, ‘Responding to a 
Changing Arctic’, at the end of February which 
called for Britain to be a ‘premier partner’ 
in the Arctic. The committee called for the 
Ministry of Defence to ‘maintain and develop 
its cold-weather operational capabilities, 
expertise and resources’. It added that the 2015 
Strategic Defence and Security Review ‘must 
give urgent consideration to reintroducing a 
maritime patrol capability for the UK. This 
is needed for both defence and search-and-
rescue operations.’

‘The truth is,’ says Greenpeace’s Ben Ayliffe, 
‘no-one really knows how the great geostrategic 
game being played in the Arctic will finish. 
Reading the polar tea leaves is a very tricky art. 
The far north is a dynamic region. In response 
to the fundamental and rapid changes we’re 
seeing there, it is of the utmost importance to 
ensure rhetoric and bluster don’t lead us down 
a path to war.

‘What happens in the Arctic affects each and 
every man, woman and child on the planet. We 
all have a stake in its future and it’s in our own 
interests to ensure peaceful co-operation in the 
High North,’ he concludes. 

Kyla Mandel is the deputy editor of DeSmog UK. 
@kylamandel
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knows how 
the great 
geostrategic 
game being 
played in 
the Arctic 
will finish. 
Reading 
the polar 
tea leaves 
is a very 
tricky art’
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On the evening of 12 June, the Baku 2015 
European Games in Azerbaijan will begin. 
Fireworks will burst out of the National 
Stadium into the city sky. The roar of the 
spectators and music from the athletics ground 
will be heard across the hot metropolis and far 
out over the Caspian Sea. Across Europe and 
beyond, the opening ceremony will be followed 
on TVs and laptops. Fifty nations and 6,000 
athletes will be taking part in the Games, 
which have been dubbed ‘the great coming-out 
party of Azerbaijan’.

Rewind to April and, at the Court of 
Grave Crimes in central Baku, a sandy wind is 
swirling grit into people’s eyes. A young man 
emerges from a doorway. Arms behind his back 
and eyes watering, he is pushed head first into a 
waiting van. The man is Rasul Jafarov, and he 
has just been sentenced to six and a half years 
for a crime he didn’t commit.

Young, handsome and charismatic, Jafarov 
shot to prominence in Azerbaijan when he 
spearheaded the Sing for Democracy campaign 
in 2012. The campaign highlighted the lack of 
democracy in a country where the ruling Aliyev 
family has held on to power through fraudulent 
elections, attacking independent media and 
arresting people for holding so much as a 
flashmob.

Euro-pop is a serious matter for the Aliyevs. 
The oil-funded dynasty is obsessed with vanity 
projects (for a few precious weeks Baku had the 
tallest flagpole in the world, until Tajikstan built 
a taller one) and the Eurovision Song Contest, 
hosted by Azerbaijan in 2012, was the perfect 
opportunity to show the world that the Aliyevs 
headed a modern, secular, European country. 
So Jafarov caused the regime considerable 
embarrassment when he persuaded the winner, 
Loreen, not only to meet with him but to give 
her public support to Sing for Democracy. 

Since then, Jafarov has focused on 
supporting political prisoners in Azerbaijan. 
Shortly after launching the Sport for Rights 
campaign last year to target the Baku 
European Games, he was arrested for illegal 
entrepreneurship and tax evasion. He was held 
for eight months in pre-trial detention before 
being sentenced. Human Rights Watch has 
called the charges ‘bogus’. During the trial, 
the ‘victims’ called by the prosecution stated 

that they were fully paid by Jafarov and did not 
regard themselves as victims, but when they 
tried to present documents to prove this the 
judge refused to look at them. 

Family ties
Trials in Azerbaijan are not about truth 
or justice – their purpose is intimidation, 
brutalizing those who stand up to the Aliyev 
regime to ensure that no-one else dares speak 
out. Rasul Jafarov is far from alone. The human 
rights situation in Azerbaijan has rapidly 
deteriorated over the last year and there are 
at least 100 political prisoners there. The true 
figure is likely higher, but monitoring prisoner 
numbers has become impossible.

At almost the exact moment Jafarov was 
being sentenced in Baku, Bob Dudley, the 
CEO of energy giant BP – which is intimately 
involved in delivering the Baku Games – was 
rising to his feet in the concrete behemoth of 
London’s ExCel convention centre. Addressing 
the audience gathered for the company’s annual 
general meeting, Dudley was keen to talk about 
BP’s close, 21-year relationship with the Aliyevs. 
His talk was peppered with lines that would 
not have been out of place in an Azerbaijan 
tourist-board announcement urging everyone 
to visit the country. Dudley was talking about 
the Euro-Caspian Mega Pipeline – a new joint 
venture between the Aliyevs and a number of 
oil companies and other governments. The 
multi-state gas pipeline will run about 3,500 

The world’s media will be 
focused on Azerbaijan this 
month, but it is not the 
European Games that they 
should be reporting on, 
write EMMA HUGHES and 
JAMES MARRIOTT.

Out of the shadows: 

Azerbaijan’s oily secrets 

need to be exposed.
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kilometres between the Caspian Sea and Italy, 
and by 2050 will have put just over two billion 
tonnes of CO2 into the atmosphere. When 
Dudley was questioned about the human rights 
situation in Azerbaijan, he replied: ‘I urge you 
all to go to Azerbaijan. It’s a great place.’ 

The Aliyev regime and the oil company have 
been bound together since 1994 when they 
signed the so-called Contract of the Century 
to extract crude oil from Azeri-Chirag-
Guneshli – the oil field beneath the western 
Caspian Sea. The relationship continues to be 
one of key importance for both parties. As BP 
proudly declares in its annual report, it invests 
more in Azerbaijan than any other foreign 
company (although quite how good a deal 
Azerbaijan is getting is contested – BP pays no 
tax for the export of oil; indeed, the Baku-
Tbilisi-Ceyhan pipeline is registered in the tax 
haven of the British Virgin Islands). In terms 
of net production, in 2014 Azerbaijan was 
BP’s fourth-largest supplier after Alaska, the 
Gulf of Mexico and Angola. But Azerbaijan’s 
importance for BP is not just measured in 
barrels per day – the country is its security, 
its pension pot. When times get hard, BP still 
expects to be able to rely on Azerbaijan. 

Risky business
This was evident in July 2010, during the 
Deepwater Horizon disaster in the Gulf 
of Mexico. To shore up support for his 
beleaguered company, then-CEO Tony 

Hayward flew to four key cities: Moscow, Abu 
Dhabi, Luanda – and Baku. When Bob Dudley 
took over as CEO in October 2010, the first 
new deal signed was a production-sharing 
agreement with the State Oil Company of 
Azerbaijan on the Shafag and Asiman gas field. 

It wasn’t just the timing that gave this project 
special significance. BP is planning to use Shafag 
and Asiman as a test case for its Project 20K 
high-pressure, high-temperature drilling. BP 
hopes that this technology will allow it to extract 
oil and gas more than 10 kilometres below the 
seabed, where temperatures can rise to 150oC 
and pressure can increase to 20,000 psi. This 
new frontier of deepwater drilling is risky. It is 
hard to predict the dangers, and if something 
goes wrong the reputational damage to BP 
could be irreparable. Yet BP feels secure enough 
to take this risk in Azerbaijan.

Key to its Azerbaijan operations is BP’s 
relationship with President Ilham Aliyev. ‘The 
Number One priority [for Gordon Birrell, 
BP’s regional president],’ admitted a senior 
BP executive, speaking in private, ‘is the 
relationship with Aliyev.’ 

Azerbaijan has been moulded into an 
industrial resource colony, where ecology, social 
justice and human rights can be put aside when 
they threaten to hinder the primary economic 
activity: the extraction and exporting of oil and 
gas. ‘Before the oil and gas incomes came to 
Azerbaijan,’ said Rasul Jafarov, ‘we had more 
democracy and freedom. The main income 
from oil came in 2006 when the Baku-Tbilisi-
Ceyhan pipeline started to operate. And from 
that time the situation started to deteriorate.’

Azerbaijan is being drained by the BP-Aliyev 
Alliance – drained of fossil fuels, drained of 
wealth, and drained of democracy. Sadly, the 
glitz and glamour of the opening ceremony of 
the Baku Games will only serve to blind the 
world to this terrible reality. 

Emma Hughes and James Marriott work for Platform, 
which uses arts, activism education and research to 
challenge the global oil industry. This article is an 
extract from All That Glitters: Sport, BP and the Azerbaijan 
Crackdown, a new book published by Platform to coincide 
with the Baku 2015 Games.

In Azerbaijan, 
ecology, social 
justice and 
human rights 
can be put 
aside when 
they threaten 
to hinder 
the primary 
economic 
activity: the 
extraction and 
exporting of 
oil and gas
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Maryam Abdulhadi al-Khawaja

Two frogs fall into a bucket of milk and can’t jump out 
again. One gives up paddling and drowns; the second one 
refuses to do so and keeps paddling until the milk turns 
into cream and it is able to get out.

This is a story Bahraini activist Maryam Abdulhadi 
al-Khawaja has heard many times from her father, activist 
Abdulhadi al-Khawaja. It’s a story about resistance, fighting 
the fight, keeping your chin up. Ultimately, though, it’s a 
story about hope.

‘You’re always so close before you give up,’ says Maryam. 
She is co-director of the Gulf Centre for Human Rights 
(GCHR) and, because of her prominence as an activist, she 
was arrested in September 2014 upon arrival at Bahrain’s 
Manama airport.

‘When I was stopped at the airport, I was assaulted by 
four policewomen, held incommunicado for more than 10 
hours, put into a freezing room. I was not allowed to pray 
or go to the bathroom for hours. I wasn’t allowed to speak 
to anyone.’

She was released under a travel ban and, when it was 
lifted, she left the country. Eventually, she was charged with 
assaulting a police officer and sentenced in absentia to a year 
in prison.

Arrests are commonplace in her family, who have always 
been staunch protesters against the al-Khalifa monarchy’s 
authoritarian rule. Her father is currently serving a life-term 
for ‘plotting to overthrow the king’ during the Bahraini 
uprising of 2011; her sister Zeynab was sentenced to four 

years in prison and could be arrested at any time. Her 
brother-in-law has been arrested and tortured, and her 
uncle is serving five years in prison.

Indeed, arrests are everyday occurrences throughout 
Bahrain. Ever since the 2011 uprising, the government has 
waged a systematic crackdown on all forms of dissent.

‘Keeping up with arrests is a 24-hour job,’ says 
Maryam. ‘In a country as small as Bahrain, [there were] 
89 people arrested in one week, which is a very high 
percentage.’

The newly arrested disappear for a while – sometimes 
hours, sometimes weeks – and most of them report being 
tortured. Maryam’s father has spoken publicly of the sexual 
abuse he was subjected to in prison.

‘I’ve never talked to my father about the torture he has 
endured,’ says Maryam. ‘I’ve talked to my brothers a lot, 
who were arrested at the same time as my father. But with 
my father… I don’t know how he has coped with it.’

Though Bahrainis aren’t oblivious to what is 
happening, (‘people are very highly educated – they follow 
the news’) the government’s intimidation tactics work 
for the most part. In rural Shi’a-dominated areas, teargas 
raids at night-time are common and, because Bahrain is so 
small, the gas can sometimes reach diplomatic or financial 
districts.

So aren’t people afraid? ‘I don’t know that I would call 
it fear. I feel like there’s a sense of numbness. This has been 
happening for such a long time – the sense of fear has been 
replaced with numbness and anger and frustration.’

Maryam herself has received countless threats, and 
has learned to take them seriously. She knows that she is 
probably being watched, but has come to see it as part of 
the job.

‘One of the things you do as an activist is to detach 
yourself from everything emotionally, because if you don’t, 
you can’t do the work that you do. Especially in a place 
like Bahrain, where so many people that you report on are 
people you know personally.’

And the work is important. The West’s collusion with 
Bahrain’s human rights abuses – Britain has recently signed 
an agreement to build a permanent UK naval base there – 
and the complete lack of accountability of the regime are 
issues about which Maryam and the GCHR are fighting to 
raise awareness.

‘It has to get to the point where people break down that 
wall of fear, like in 2011, when people just said “enough is 
enough”.

‘Part of the resistance is staying positive, optimistic,’ 
Maryam says in her matter-of-fact tone. ‘It’s showing them 
that they can’t break you. The day you stop smiling, the day 
that you stop fighting, that’s the day they win.’ 

A longer version of this article can be read online:
nin.tl/maryam-abdulhadi

The Bahraini human rights activist tells 
CRISTIANA MOISESCU a story of hope.

Making Waves
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As election season came to an end in Britain last month, 
it was just starting up in the US. Given the billions we spend 
every year using everything from drones to cluster bombs 
to ‘bring democracy’ to the rest of the world, shouldn’t we 
sometimes ask ourselves if it’s really working at home?

My house happens to contain two Brits, two Americans 
and one cat. When I mention elections to them: one doesn’t 
vote, one rolls his eyes and looks bored, one admits he has 
no idea about the issues, one is writing this article and one 
is more interested in taking a dump in a sand box. I’m not 
surprised the cat doesn’t vote, but the other responses are 
concerning.

Susan B Anthony and Emily Pankhurst must be rolling 
in their graves at the thought of people who don’t use their 
vote. But having watched the coverage I can’t deny some 
sympathy. I heard about campaign trail gaffes. I heard about 
the candidates’ fashion choices. I heard every politician tell 
me why not to vote for the others. I didn’t really hear a damn 
thing that I would want to go out and vote FOR.

The first problem is biological. Imagine when humans lived 
in animal skins in a cave, rubbing two sticks together for fire. 
(You might not have to imagine this if you’ve been a victim of 
some of the ‘austerity’ cuts.) You hear two people shouting at 
you at the same time. One says: ‘There’s lots of fruit in the tree 
by the lake!’; the other says: ‘There’s a leopard in the grass!’ 
You know which one your ancestors listened to. The people 
who responded ‘Oooh, fruit!’ are not your ancestors.

On the advice of expensive PR teams the modern 
politician’s main public policy is to say as little as possible. 
Kiss a baby, pull a pint, put on a hard hat, plant a tree, 
admire some machinery, lay a wreath. Don’t say anything 
that might give people a reason not to vote for you.

The second problem takes things a step further. Instead 
of saying anything, politicians now prefer to listen. Political 
parties claim to be democracies in themselves. 

Party members can help shape policy, we’re told. Agree with 
us and we will tell you what it is you agree with. Complete 
nonsense. You might as well say hit yourself on the head 
with this frying pan and we’ll explain why you did it.

All true wisdom comes from the internet. A video of a 
live comedy show of mine this week received the comment, 
‘All you do is talk, why don’t you LISTEN?’ To be honest, 
it makes a change from people complaining about my armpit 
hair or trying to sell something called ‘v!@gra’. I don’t think 
many people would pay good money to sit in a theatre while 
I nod and mutter ‘really? ... go on ... uh-huh ...’.

Similarly, I’m unsurprised when many people aren’t 
willing to walk to the polling station to vote for politicians 
whose campaign message is exactly that. We need a different 
sort of politician. One that does listen, but then picks the 
best ideas and fights for them.

Take immigration. Don’t nod and mutter that yes, there 
is a lot of bad feeling about migrants so you’ll definitely 
be taking that seriously. That doesn’t mean anything aside 
from that you’re too afraid to have an argument or too 
stupid to understand simple facts.

Instead, talk to us about human rights, about playing 
our part in making the world a safer place for those fleeing 
persecution. Teach us our own history, our proud history, 
of welcoming those in need of refuge, who in any case 
contribute to our economy. Demand we face up to our 
collective responsibility for the problems that drive migrants 
to our shores. Because, sorry, Ben Affleck, but it’s true.

We might have a fair bit of evolutionary instinct to 
overcome in accepting this new approach, but if it was enough 
to get my various housemates out to vote, then the idea of 
democracy might start to feel like it actually mattered. 

Kate Smurthwaite is a comedian and activist. 
katesmurthwaite.co.uk  @Cruella1

A sharp kick in the ballots

Kate Smurthwaite
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Highlighting the work of artists 
and photographers from the 
Majority World

I’ve always been passionate 
about shooting street 
scenes. I tend to showcase 
details that we don’t 
necessarily pay 
attention to and 
document the stories 
behind the headlines. Women 
in my photographs are always the 
heroes. I call them the real warriors; 
the simple women who struggle every 
day to go beyond the stereotypes. This 
photograph, which I took in downtown 
Rabat, Morocco, is an example. For the 
majority of women in the Middle East 
and North Africa, photography is about 
exposure. This woman, though she feared to 
be photographed at first, was later happy to be 
captured on film. This might seem insignificant, 
but to realize the right to visibility is an 
achievement in itself. 

Thana Faroq  thanafaroq.com

Southern Exposure



CRYPTIC Across
  1 Couple of articles are keeping quiet 

regarding steel here in China (6)
  4 Work towards tea break after one, being 

calmer (6)
  9 Captain of the Pequod is a hard seaman (4)
10 Genial wags, crude and Scottish (10)
11 Extra round bit that comes out of a 

plant’s stamen section (6)
12 In a canoe, travel from the South Sea 

islands (8)
13 Back British and American hotel to get 

summits here (5,4)
15 Instrument of Scottish regional 

government? (4)
16 Holding a fool over fighting here on 12 

island (4)
17 Three miles later on girl meets varsity 

type (3,6)
21 Managing the will to live? (8)
22 Balance of ingredients for boiled rice and 

veg is limited (6)
24 Scandinavian lad follows course to Lima 

to find his folks? (10)
25 Managed to reach a western Irish island (4)
26 Heroin value’s renegotiated in a Spanish 

border town (6)
27 Old plane’s state near Canadian border – 

could be going north or south? (6)
CRYPTIC Down
  1 African reported a ramshackle joint (7)
  2 Catch a bass backing in oriental part (5)
  3 Right in time to escape gas tank 

exploding somewhere north of Irkutsk (7)
  5 Native American on whose security one 

lends consideration? (6)
  6 Silver’s found in a southern state (9)
  7 Emerge from tea dances stalking a 

cockney hunk (7)
  8 Wine area labels vary so randomly around 

South Australia (7,6)

14 Gold gets ensnared by Satan: the Parisien 
goes under in the Normandy casino (9)

16 Ghost has no oomph ultimately – a quiet 
Budapest speciality (7)

18 Norseman’s being held at a Thessalonian 
city (7)

19 Promote piece from the OT briefly at a 
Swedish university (7)

20 Russian’s not placed in the first three; he’s 
terrible (4,2)

23 Part of 6 is discovered in such 
a country (5)

QUICK Across
  1 NE China city the centre of a huge iron 

and steel complex (6)
  4 Calming narcotic (6)
  9 Ishmael’s captain: Melville's captain (4)
10 Citizen of the largest city in Scotland (10)
11 Part of the plant stamen that contains 

pollen (6)
12 South Sea islander (8)
13 Mountain range extending to the west 

of the Himalayas (5,4)
15 Scottish regional government: 

administrative centre, Glenrothes (4)
16 Pacific island state, an 'unincorporated 

territory' of the USA, capital Agana (4)
17 Elite US universities, as an informal 

group (3,6)
21 Staying alive (8)
22 Method laid down for achieving a 

desired end (6)
24 Indigenous peoples of 

N Scandinavia (10)
25 Small group of islands off Ireland, one of 

which is Inishmore (4)
26 Spanish city at the western end of the 

Costa de la Luz (6)
27 New York building built by WR Hearst, 

site of John Lennon's murder in 1980 (6)

QUICK Down 
  1 African people, mainly in Ghana (7)
  2 State of Malaysia, on the island of 

Borneo (5)
  3 Siberian ‘new town’ on the Trans-Siberian 

Railway, constructed in 1949 (7)
  5 Native American nation now largely in 

Oklahoma (6)
  6 Second-largest S American country in 

area and population (9)
  7 Discharge; emerge (7)
  8 Important Australian wine-growing area 

north of Adelaide (7,6)
14 Normandy resort famous for its casino, 

hippodrome and American Film 
Festival (9)

16 Hungarian meat and vegetable stew, 
with paprika (7)

18 City of Thessaly, Greece, close to Mt 

Olympus (7)
19 University city in Sweden, northwest of 

Stockholm (7)
20 First tsar of Russia (1530-1584), but not the 

first of his name (and whose epithet may 
suggest he wasn't too successful!) (4,2)

23 Province of 6, capital Resistencia (5)

LAST MONTH'S SOLUTION
Across: 1 Roscoff, 5 Samara, 8 Ambo, 
9 Izard, 10 Russ, 11 Kamchatkan, 12 Cork, 
13 Gaudeamus, 15 Dijon, 17 Lille, 
19 Stornoway, 21 Lima, 22 Jamshedpur, 
24 Impi, 25 Irazu, 26 Vane, 27 Ananas, 
28 Needles.
Down: 1 Rum baba, 2 Stoic, 3 Okinawan, 
4 Frankfurt-am-Main, 5 Sudan, 
6 Maracaibo, 7 Rosario, 14 Dalmatian, 
16 Archduke, 18 Idi Amin, 20 Aquinas, 
22 Jains, 23 Devil.

Sudokey 48
The Sudoku that thinks it’s a word game!

Now, using the key below, substitute letters for the 
numbers in the west-central block…
1=L; 2=Y; 3=N; 4=A; 5=G; 6=I; 7=R; 8=M; 9=E
…and make as many words as you can of five letters 
or more from the nine letters in the keyword, the 
extra clue to which is: ‘Girl’s time with an individual 
somewhere in Kent’. You cannot use the same letter 
more than once, nor use proper nouns (excepting 
the keyword), slang, offensive words, abbreviations, 
participles or simple plurals (adding an ‘s’ or ‘es’).
GOOD 85 words of at least five letters, including 20 
of six letters and 8 of seven or more.
VERY GOOD 95 words of at least five letters, 
including 25 of six letters and 12 of seven or more.
EXCELLENT 105 words of at least five letters, 
including 30 words of six letters and 15 of seven or 
more (there is one other nine-letter word aside from 
the keyword).

Last month’s Sudokey keyword: ‘Mayerling’
Solution to Wordsearch 46

The 21 Irish counties were: Antrim, Armagh, Carlow, 
Cavan, Clare, Cork, Down, Dublin, Fermanagh, 

Galway, Kerry, Laois, Leitrim, Longford, Louth, Mayo, 
Meath, Offaly, Tyrone, Sligo, Wexford.

Puzzle Page by Axe
The crossword prize is a voucher for our online shop to the equivalent of $30. Only the 
winner will be notified. Send your entries by 23 June to: New Internationalist Puzzle 
Page, The Old Music Hall, 106-108 Cowley Road, Oxford OX4 1JE, UK; fax to +44 1865 
403346; or email a scan to: puzzlepage@newint.org  
Winner for Crossword 200: RS Wilson, Luton, England

Crossword 202

Wordsearch 48
Find the 16 US cities hidden here.



When you came to England to 
study, was it a culture shock to swap 
India for Cambridge?
I wasn’t shocked by England or its 
culture. Reading everything I could 
lay my hands on, from Shakespeare 
to PG Wodehouse to Woman’s Own, 
had prepared me for most of it. But 
never having washed my own clothes 
in India, I used a washing machine 
for the first time at my college and 
poured a whole carton of washing 
powder into it. The bubbles filled the 
college basement and overflowed onto 
the croquet lawn. I didn’t own up.

How did you end up as one of 
Britain’s first English-language 
Indian writers?
I did a natural science degree 
in two years and the Indian 
Atomic Commission wrote to me 
congratulating me and offering me 
a job. I was aware that [then Prime 
Minister of India] Indira Gandhi 
was building a nuclear bomb and, 
being of a determined socialist bent, 
I resolved not to take the job. I did 
a third year in English at Cambridge 
and then went to London. Very few 
people want to employ quantum 
physicists, however, so I washed dishes 
and walked dogs instead. I started 
writing for the newspaper of a radical 
immigrant agitational group called 
the Black Panther Movement (BPM). 
I had a job as a schoolteacher and I 
wrote, anonymously, stories about 
incidents in my school. A young man 
came one day and asked for me by 
name. I asked if he was the police and 
he said he was an editor at Macmillan 
and would I write a book of short 
stories for him?

What issues were most important to 
you at that time?
The BPM was open to West Indians, 
Africans, South Asians and other 
ex-colonials. We demonstrated, 
wrote, spoke and stimulated strike 
action, resistance and boycotts on any 

and every issue from inequalities in 
wages, housing, police harassment, 
schooling, employment – you name 
it, we sloganized it! There were 
others in the BPM who wanted to 
take up terror tactics in imitation of 
the IRA. There were also those who 
began to treat it as a cult with an 
anti-white morality. The crunch came 
when they held a kangaroo court 
to condemn some poor member on 
charges of sexual profligacy. Several 
of us saw it as degeneration and 
wanted no part of it. We decided to 
break up a Movement that seemed 
to us to have moved from political 
purposes to witch-burning.

What issues occupy you today?
I don’t know if any single political 
issue occupies me today but if 
I was forced to choose I would 
say the tendencies of medieval 
fundamentalism of all sorts ought 
to be imaginatively fought and 
obliterated.

As either writer or commissioning 
editor (for Britain’s Channel 4) you 
have been responsible for some 
of Britain’s most groundbreaking 
‘multicultural’ literature, TV and 
films, from the book Bombay 
Duck, to the BBC series King Of 
The Ghetto. What is your proudest 
accomplishment so far?
Encouraging a generation to stop 
whining about racism, join the 
Western Intellectual Tradition (WIT) 
and bring their unique cultural 
traditions and vision to it.

What is your greatest fear?
Losing those dearest to me.

Who inspires you?
Those who endeavoured to interpret 
the world, from Newton and 
Shakespeare to modern scientists.

What do you make of the new 
crop of English-language Indian 
literature? Which current writer do 
you most admire, and why?
I wouldn’t call published books 
‘literature’. It’s only when there is 
critical tradition which can differentiate 
between the needs of a culture and 
its excrescence that literature is born. 
That being said, I find poets such 
as Adil Jussawalla, Jeet Thayil and 
Arvind Krishna Mehrotra compelling.

What are your future plans?
To self-consciously assess and 
understand my capacities and plan 
according to this prompting.

Subi Shah is a journalist and TV producer, 
based in London.

Farrukh Dhondy

And finally...

The Indian-born British writer, playwright, screenwriter and activist tells Subi Shah 

about his time in the Black Panther Movement, the difference between 

books and literature, and reading Woman’s Own.
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SMALL PLANET 
VEGETARIAN COOKBOOK    
Price $17.48
Code BSPK     
Earth-friendly global recipes in mezze or  
tapas style. Delicious dishes with a whole 
array of different combinations to try. 
Hardback. Size: 25cm x 18cm. 256 pages. 

BABA DIDI AND  
THE GODWITS FLY 
Price $9.95
Code BBAB           

and of the courage and endurance it takes 
for birds – and people – to keep going 
to reach a safe destination. A beautifully  
illustrated story for children aged 4-9. 

the former NZ prime minister who is now 
head of the UN Development Programme. 
Royalties support UNICEF. 
Hardback. Size: 27cm x 21cm. 28 pages.

Gifts & Publications 2015

Order online at shop.newint.org/na or call 1-877-525-9353

THE ADVENTUROUS 
VEGETARIAN    
Price $14.98
Code BADV     
30 countries; 30 sumptuous 
menus offering everything you 
need to give your friends and 
family a taste of how other 
vegetarian s eat. Written by the 
eaditor of the UK Vegetarian 
Society in collaboration with 
groups all over the world.  
         Photography throughout.
            Hardback.  
            Size: 25cm x 18cm.  
            296 pages. 

New Internationalist

  MORE
CHOICES IN  
              WEB
        SHOP

OUR    

GLOBAL BAKERY 
Price $25.00
Code BGLOB    
Gathers over 60 cake recipes from all around the world in one 

Hardback. Size: 25cm x 19cm. 184 pages.

JULIANA’S BANANAS 
Price $11.95
Code BBAN     
Follow the story of Juliana and her 
children to learn how the Windward 
Islands’ fairtrade bananas are 
grown and transported to our 
shelves. Packed with colourful 
illustrations and featuring lots of 
facts about fairtrade and some 
yummy banana recipes. Hardback. 
Size: 18cm x 22cm. 
32 pages. Ages: 4-7.

 
HALF
PRICE

 
HALF
PRICE

RAINBOW WARRIORS 
Price $19.95 
Code BRAIN   
Rainbow Warriors is written by a 
long-serving Greenpeace activist 
and tells stories of life on board 

Warrior itself. It gives the inside 

recent plight of the Arctic 30. 
Paperback.  
Size 18cm x 23.5cm. 
248 pages.

Under An African Sky:
A JOURNEY TO THE FRONTLINE 
OF CLIMATE CHANGE
Price $16.95
Code BVILL   
‘Peter Hudson’s lyrical book about the 
village (in Mauritania) he has been  
visiting for the last 20 years gives rare 
insight to the problem their brave  
people face’ – Robin Hanbury-Tenison 
Paperback. Size: 22cm x 14cm.  
240 pages.

ONE WORLD GREETINGS CARDS 
Price $12.95   
Code 15CRD

photographs selected from the New 
Internationalist One World Calendar. 
Size: 10.5cm x 21cm.



Tackling the Issues
that really matter
 with lively, thoughtful,
 well-researched coverage 
 that respects 
 your intelligence.

Receive a FREE Map of the World.
The revolutionary Peters’ 
Projection presents countries 
in their true proportion to one 
another. It’s a whole new way 
of looking at the world!

Subscribe at 
newint.org/go/sub1

Or call: 1-800-661-8700
Promotion Code: HA0115

With a strong political  
agenda biased towards  
global peace and justice, we  
examine issues, offer insights 
and suggest solutions that 
are all but ignored in the 
mainstream corporate media.

+PLUS
Subscribe now for $44 plus tax  
for 1 year (10 issues) and  
SAVE over $25 off  
the newsstand price!

Includes
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the digital

edition


